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welcome

I am amazed at how quickly my 
first year as chairman has sped
by. I found the year challenging, 
invigorating and incredibly thought-
provoking. With seemingly limitless 
breadth and variety in genre, budget, 
length, platform, demographics and 
more, our medium is big indeed — 
and it keeps getting bigger. We at the 
Academy will continue to try to stay 
ahead of the curve as we navigate 
what we all call television.

As you have surely heard, two new
streaming services have just launched — 
Apple TV+, which we discussed in the previous 

issue of emmy, and Disney+, which you can read about in this issue, starting on page fifty-six. Expected 
in the months ahead are HBO Max, Peacock and Quibi, with others likely to follow. And, of course, the 
broadcast networks, basic and premium cable companies and existing streamers continue to diversify 
and dazzle us with fresh creativity.

Here at the Academy, we celebrate and advocate for television in its many forms, and we welcome 
all qualified industry professionals to join our ranks. Whether you work on commercials or episodic 
series that have run for years, Academy membership is an opportunity to share valuable expertise, forge 
relationships with colleagues and enjoy our many benefits — including networking mixers, professional 
development seminars, entertainment panels, For Your Consideration events, a subscription to emmy 
magazine and, of course, voting for the Emmy Awards.

As my first year as chairman winds down, I would like to thank our executive committee, board of 
governors, committees, staff and especially all of our members for your talent, your passion for your 
work and your dedication to this industry that means so much to all of us. When I began this journey, I knew 
I needed support from all of you to reach the goals that we have set. We have many accomplishments 
to be proud of this year, but that is only the beginning. The enthusiasm within this organization for the 
future of our medium is a constant source of inspiration, and it gives me great confidence that — like 
television itself — even bigger things are on the way in 2020 and beyond.

Frank Scherma
Chairman and CEO
Television Academy
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Rose Williams keeps getting cast in period pieces. 
She sported tiaras for The CW’s historical series Reign. She 

corseted up for the Netflix costume extravaganza Medici. Now she’s 

donning an array of English bonnets for the PBS drama Sanditon, 

which is based on an unfinished novel by Jane Austen.

“It brings me so much joy to meld the worlds and find characters 

through the costumes,” says Williams, who began her career in the BBC’s 

wardrobe department, sewing and organizing actors’ garments alongside 

her costumer mother. Watching the performers transform into characters, 

she got the acting itch. “I have to do this,” she recalls thinking.

Six short years later, she’s playing the central figure in Sanditon, which 

premieres in January. As Charlotte Heywood, a spirited, independent 

gal from the English countryside, she pays a visit to Sanditon, a sleepy 

seaside village which aspires to become a tourist destination. This 

sets the stage for romance, intrigue and multiple opportunities 

for Charlotte to put her foot in her mouth. 

“She’s got a good moral compass. But she often speaks 

before she thinks,” says Williams, who appreciates Charlotte’s 

spunk. “Her ambition lies in exploration and adventure rather 

than finding a wealthy man.”

It all sounds very Jane Austen-y, though we’ll never 

know what the English novelist would have thought of 

Sanditon the series. She penned only eleven chapters 

of the novel (initially dubbed The Brothers) before 

she died. Screenwriter Andrew Davies, an eminent 

adapter of literary classics, was tasked with 

expanding Austen’s premise to eight episodes.

“I think he’s captured the essence of where 

she was going with it,” says Williams, who’s 

become an ardent Austen fan. “I didn’t quite 

realize how much of a go-getting modern 

feminist she was. Her message is still 

relevant today.”

What is less relevant, however, is the 

homely full-length bathing outfit that 

Williams wears when Charlotte takes 

a dip in the sea. Even her tresses 

are suppressed under a puffy cap. 

“Yeah, that was a really bizarre look,” 

Williams says, though she’s glad that the 

production went for it. “It was,” she says, 

“historically accurate.”—Ann Farmer

Points to 
Costume

BIO PICK
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The average comedy fan might not know the name Brian
Volk-Weiss. But everyone who works in comedy does.

A Queens, New York, native, he moved to Los Angeles in the late 1990s

to get into entertainment. Soon he was managing comedians, and by 2003

Volk-Weiss was producing television and film projects, which led to comedy

specials. In 2008 he started the firm that became Comedy Dynamics. The

Burbank-based comedy production and distribution company has since

grown into a powerhouse, amassing a huge catalog of stand-up specials

from the likes of Bob Saget, D. L. Hughley and Sam Kinison, as well as newer

talents such as Tiffany Haddish, Aziz Ansari and Chelsea Peretti.

The company has also produced a slew of television shows, including 

Kevin Hart’s Guide to Black History for Netflix, The CW’s Discontinued, Animal 

Planet’s Animal Nation with Anthony Anderson and the Mad About You

limited-series reboot that debuts on Spectrum Originals November 20.

Over the years, Volk-Weiss has helped such talents as Ali Wong, Tom 

Segura and Iliza Shlesinger reach bigger audiences. “It’s my favorite part of 

my job,” he says. “Shooting a special with somebody that couldn’t sell twenty 

tickets and then, six months after it comes out, they can sell 2,000 to 5,000 

tickets.”

While Netflix has been the go-to place of late to watch stand-up, Comedy 

Dynamics inked an exclusive production deal this year to create original

comedy specials for Amazon Prime. The partnership kicked off in August with

Jim Gaffigan’s latest special, Quality Time. Soon after, the streamer released

four more original stand-up specials from Alonzo Bodden, Alice Wetterlund,

Mike E. Winfield and #IMomSoHard’s Kristin Hensley and Jen Smedley — all

produced by Comedy Dynamics.

More such specials are in the Prime pipeline, including The Planet Is

Burning, the first-ever stand-up special from Broad City star Ilana Glazer.

Volk-Weiss directed the #IMomSoHard, Wetterlund and Winfield

specials himself. As the CEO of Comedy Dynamics, he handles business,

but he’s also a producer and a director. His directing credits include Netflix’s 

documentary series The Toys That Made Us (which he also created) and 

Arsenio Hall: Smart and Classy (Hall’s first stand-up special, it’s also 

available on Netflix).

“There are parts of my job that are business, business, business, and 

then there are parts that are creative, creative, creative. I really need to do 

both,” Volk-Weiss says. “I’m kind of like Indiana Jones. I know he’s a fictional 

character. But what I love about his ‘job’ is, sometimes he’s out in the field with 

people shooting darts at him, and sometimes he’s at the school teaching.” 

—Christine Champagne

ISN’T THAT SPECIAL
The dynamo behind top comedy specials draws on his business and creative chops.
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In an EPIX doc, a director dives deep into the L.A. enclave that inspired folk and rock legends.

CALL OF THE CANYON
Several prominent music documentaries have 
focused their lenses on Laurel Canyon, that tree-
lined Los Angeles enclave where legends like The 
Byrds, The Mamas and the Papas, Joni Mitchell and 
Crosby, Stills & Nash lived in the 1960s and ‘70s, 
inspiring one another while writing and performing 
some of their most enduring compositions. In just 
the past year came Echo in the Canyon, a narrowly 
focused birth-of-a-sound chronicle, as well as bio-
docs on Linda Ronstadt and David Crosby, who both 
extol the mid-city hippie idyll.

But early 2020 will bring — in a two-hour, two-night event on 

EPIX — director Alison Ellwood’s Laurel Canyon, whose defining 

feature is its sheer scope. To tell the story of how some of the most 

globally influential music was made there between 1965 and 1975, 

Ellwood interviewed more than thirty musicians, managers and 

record producers, including Roger McGuinn, Jackson Browne, 

John Mayall, Graham Nash and the aforementioned Ronstadt and 

Crosby.

“It was fascinating, all of the artistry that came out of this 

one place in this one little window of time — it was just a hub of 

creativity,” says the Australian-born Ellwood. In the hopes of 

making Laurel Canyon as experiential as possible, she takes a no-

talking-heads approach, letting the disembodied famous voices 

reminisce over footage culled from thousands of hours of often 

rare archival interviews and recordings.

Ellwood made her name as the award-winning editor of 

bracing long-form socio-political TV documentaries on PBS’s 

Frontline, and began collaborating and codirecting with producer-

director Alex Gibney in 2011 on Magic Trip: Ken Kesey’s Search for 

a Kool Place.

When it comes to subject matter, Ellwood declares herself as 

“all over the map — as long as I’m learning something, it excites 

me.” But she kicked off the music doc phase of her career six years 

ago by directing History of the Eagles, a two-part miniseries that 

aired on Showtime, about the soaring heights and acrimonious 

lows of the American soft-rock band. 

Granted, some fans may feel that Laurel Canyon is a tale they 

already know — blue-jeaned musicians grooving in countrified 

L.A., where doors stay unlocked and living rooms rock with 

transcendent jamfests. But Ellwood’s legacy project allows for 

the fact that while magic did, indeed, take place there, the human 

memory is a delicate thing.

“There’s the classic story about where Crosby, Stills & Nash 

first sing together,” says Ellwood, about David Crosby, Stephen 

Stills and Graham Nash’s legendary the-whole-is-greater-than-

the-sum-of-its-parts discovery of one another. “Was it at Joni’s 

house? Was it at ‘Mama’ Cass’s house? Depending on who you 

talk to, you get a different answer — and they’re actually quite 

adamant about their opinions.” —Margy Rochlin
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Joni Mitchell

Graham Nash, Stephen Stills 

and David Crosby
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“We’re available in about 45 million homes,” says Craig Morris, president 

and cofounder of the Texas-based network, which launched in 30,000 

homes in 2014, then went national via DISH a year later.

Its viewers, of course, include horse owners, riders and cutting-horse 

champions, like Morris himself. But it also seeks to entertain and educate 

casual horse lovers.

 “There’s an inherent love and respect for the animal that transcends 

generations,” Morris says. “It transcends culture and geography. If you think 

about it, every great nation of the world was built off the back of a horse.”

Outside the U.S., the network is available in Canada and Ecuador, and 

Morris sees further potential in international markets. In the meantime, it 

already has a streaming app, Ride TV Go.

“Nobody had ever brought Western, English, rodeo, racing — all the facets 

of the equestrian world together in one place,” he says. Broadcast networks, 

ESPN2, the Outdoor Channel and smaller networks offered some equine 

programming, but Morris envisioned airing live events and competitions, like 

Ride TV’s weekly The Stockyards Pro Rodeo or barrel racing (a rodeo event 

that generally features women riders).

“We looked at what was popular [on other networks] and recreated 

similar types of programming, but put an equestrian spin on it,” says Morris, 

who executive-produces many of the original series, some of which veer 

beyond the track or rodeo ring. For example, 

Rock Star Vets looks at a noted equine surgeon,

Ridiculous Ranches explores high-end real estate 

and Southern Fried Skinnyfied cooks up healthier 

twists on favorite southern foods. Ride TV is also the exclusive TV home of 

the world’s largest sanctioning body of equestrian events, the Fédération 

Équestre Internationale.

“It’s aimed at the horse lover,” Morris says of the network lineup. 

“Possibly someone who lives in the city and aspires to have a place where 

they can go on weekends and ride and get back to a simpler life. That’s where 

the channel is headed — to a much broader audience that loves the horse and 

that type of lifestyle.”

As many enthusiasts are aware, the horseracing world has been rattled 

in the past year by a spate of horse fatalities (mostly due to limb injuries 

incurred during training) at prominent courses such as Santa Anita in 

southern California. “Any injury or death of a rider or animal is unfortunate,” 

Morris says, “and with any sport it is impossible to be 100 percent accident-

free. Education on equestrian sports is something that Ride TV has always 

been passionate about bringing to the public, and that includes the risks that 

are involved as well.”

The network itself remains on solid footing, thanks to investors like 

Walmart heir Alice Walton, Patrón Spirits founder John Paul DeJoria, oil and 

energy heavyweights and others. “There’s not many places that you can bring 

several billionaires together and have them all play nice,” Morris says. “It’s 

been a fun thing to see that happen.” —Paula Hendrickson

Some 30 million Americans ride horses, but the audience for Ride TV — with 
its rodeos, races, vintage cowboy fare and modern equestrian lifestyle 
programming — extends well beyond that universe.

A cable network seeks to serve the equestrian market.AA lb kk k h i k

Horse Power
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A prominent producing pair explores education behind bars.

“This is not a place I live in,” he says, buoyant dreadlocks softening his 

otherwise serious mien. Pressed into his bookshelves, however, are two 

Colson Whitehead novels, Ralph Ellison’s Invisible Man and stacks of social-

studies books, indicating that he is engaged in a vibrant intellectual pursuit. 

Spivey-Jones is, in fact, enrolled in the Bard Prison Initiative (BPI), a rare 

college education program for incarcerated men and women that bestows 

associate and bachelor degrees. Viewers meet him in the opening episode 

of College Behind Bars, a PBS documentary series premiering November 

25.

Produced by Lynn Novick and Sarah Botstein (and directed by Novick 

in her solo directorial debut), the four-part series poses a crucial question: 

Should people who’ve made mistakes be able to obtain a college degree in 

prison to better position themselves for a successful reentry into society?

Statistics show that nearly half of the 630,000 men and women released 

from prison each year return within three years. But fewer than 4 percent of 

the BPI alumni released from prison in the past twenty years have gone back. 

Novick and Botstein have collaborated for decades on documentaries 

with Ken Burns (who serves as executive producer on College Behind Bars), 

including their acclaimed PBS Vietnam War series.

“Going into Hanoi was simple by comparison,” says Botstein, describing 

how, each time they entered the penitentiaries (a 

women’s prison also participated), every item was 

scrutinized. “Every cord, every battery, every plug,” 

she says, a security drill repeated through forty-two 

days of shooting. 

In a tiny cubicle, they sat down with BPI student Giovannie Hernandez, 

whose art and poetry books sit alongside his stash of canned beans. Since 

Hernandez resides in an open dorm, he waits until night to open the tomes. 

“There are a lot of distractions, guys walking around, talking loudly,” says 

Hernandez, whose smile reveals a cracked tooth. “So I may start my work at 

eleven at night and go to bed at two or three in the morning.” 

Yet another student is Jule Hall, who has learned German. “One of the 

things that really attracted me about Germany,” he explains, leafing through 

a German publication in his cell, “was its historical mistake and then the 

manner in which it tried to make up for that mistake.”

 As the series progresses, the producers slowly release information on 

the participants’ crimes. “It gives the audience a chance to know them as 

people,” says Novick, who was intent on providing viewers an uncommon and 

revealing window into their current lives. 

That includes watching BPI participants recite passages from Moby 

Dick in the prison yard and trying to master the tongue-twister challenges 

of Mandarin Chinese. In one moving soliloquy, Sebastian Yoon describes the 

transformative effect that studying has on him. “The walls, they disappear,” 

he says. “I’m reading about Kierkegaard and I’m learning about history and 

memory. And I become free.” —Ann Farmer

In New York’s Eastern Correctional Facility, Rodney Spivey-Jones sits on his 
metal bed, just inches from his toilet. A window in the door to his cell permits 
guards to peer in day and night. Unlike other inmates of this maximum-security 
prison, he refrains from taping up posters or photos to buffer his reality.

WHERE MINDS RUN FREE
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Bard Prison Initiative students
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BASED ON THE BEST-SELLING BOOK

SUNDAYS at 10:30PM

“Scripted to perfection, designed to showcase 
every inch of Hahn’s masterly range”

“Pensive and funny...
exceptional performance by Kathryn Hahn”

“★★★★”“★★★★”

“Smart, thoughtful and hopelessly addictive...
a deeply empowering satire”

“Engagingly wry and
perfectly detailed”

“Superb...
Hahn is remarkable”

“Excellent...touching, funny...nuanced and convincing 
story about desire, intimacy, and human connection”

“Poignant...riveting”

“A bold, engaging,
sexy coming-of-age story”

“Hahn gives a
riveting performance”
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Comedy and science converge
for Keegan-Michael Key in
Nat Geo’s Brain Games.

No Brain, No Gain
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Yet in real life, he radiates Midwestern niceness, even after living in New 

York City for years. Though he’s been Horatio in Hamlet at the Public Theater 

and performed in Steve Martin’s Meteor Shower on Broadway, Key became 

famous and won an Emmy for sketches on Key & Peele.

“My background is Shakespeare and the classics — Molière and Ibsen,” 

he says. “I am a drama nerd.”

A drama nerd who’s having a terrific run.

In addition to hosting National Geographic’s revamped Brain Games, he’s 

narrating an adaptation of Dr. Seuss’s Green Eggs and Ham, one of his five 

Netflix projects. This year, he’s voiced characters in The Lion King, Toy Story 4 

and The Dark Crystal: Age of Resistance, a prequel series on Netflix. He’s also 

thrilled about his roles in Dolemite Is My Name (with Eddie Murphy) and Ryan 

Murphy’s upcoming The Prom (with Meryl Streep).

“It’s been a fun year — a year full of variety,” Key says, taking a break 

from shooting Brain Games promos in Brooklyn’s GUM Studios.

The one-hour episodes, which premiere January 20, present celebs with 

logic and memory challenges. Participants include Ted Danson, Mark Cuban, 

Tiffany Haddish and married duo Dax Shepard and Kristen Bell.

It feels like a perfect fit.

“His improv background, spontaneity and 

natural wit — and ability to quickly engage with 

a comedic beat or piece of science and make it 

relatable — make him an avatar for our audience,” 

says Geoff Daniels, Nat Geo’s executive vice-president of global unscripted 

entertainment.

“I’m fascinated by brain chemistry, brain psychology, neuroscience,” 

Key explains. “Signing on for this show was a no-brainer.”

As was narrating Dr. Seuss’s pithy take on trying new things. “Keegan 

had to match the timing of our temp narration,” notes Jared Stern, executive 

producer of Green Eggs and Ham. “A lot of actors would have been frustrated 

over that. Instead, he was joyous, and he was great. He nailed it.”

Key’s first exposure to improv was the British version of Whose Line Is It 

Anyway? After earning a B.A. in theater at the University of Detroit Mercy and 

an MFA at Penn State, he joined The Second City Detroit. “It was as if I got a 

second master’s degree in comedy,” he recalls.

Yet growing up in Detroit, stardom wasn’t his goal. “I thought I would 

be a truck-driving veterinarian,” he says. “I was going to drive around the 

country and help animals. But I always, always, always loved movies.”

Making more movies is his dream. “I want to be the next Jason Bourne,” 

Key says. “I want to do action cinema, thrillers, spy thrillers. I would love to be 

that person who gets to do a nice, small dramatic indie and also do something 

costarring with Dwayne Johnson.”—Jacqueline Cutler

For a contained guy, Keegan-Michael Key excels at rage. While Jordan Peele 
perfectly imitated no-drama Obama on Comedy Central’s Key & Peele, Key 
seethed with righteous fury as anger translator Luther.



FROM EXECUTIVE PRODUCERS MIKE JUDGE AND ALEC BERG

TV. Streaming. On Demand.
SUNDAYS AT 10PM
THE FIN A L SE A SON

HOW BIG
IS TOO BIG?

“ SMART AND ON POINT...AT THE VERY  
TOP OF ITS GAME”—Bloomberg

“ SPRIGHTLY, RIDICULOUSLY  
FUNNY”—The Hollywood Reporter 

“ TAPS DIRECTLY INTO THE VEINS OF TECH 
CULTURE...INCREDIBLY SMART”—Vulture
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Amazon’s little e-sports streaming site is redefining the TV business model.

DIGITAL
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In August, producer-director Bernie Su and the rest of
the creative team behind the scripted, AI–themed series 
Artificial won an Emmy for Outstanding Innovation in 
Interactive Media. But the series is on Twitch, a platform 
that airs live streams of people playing videogames. Is that 
even “TV”?

Twitch, which Amazon acquired in August 2014 for $970 million, isn’t 

TV the way Disney+ or HBO Max are. But its endless flow of user-generated 

content, its growing audience and its diversified, ad-supported model have 

made it one of the most exciting — if overlooked — streaming platforms. 

Operating out of San Francisco’s financial district, Twitch has benefited 

from the rise of e-sports, or the evolution of videogaming into as watchable 

an enterprise as the NFL or NBA. 

From July through September, Twitch streamed around 2.6 billion hours 

of live content, far more than YouTube (595.3 million), Facebook Gaming (124.1 

million) and Microsoft Mixer (107.5 million), according to Arsenal, an analytics firm. 

Amazon doesn’t break out financials for acquisitions, but Twitch makes 

money in a few ways. The primary revenue sources are display and video ads 

from blue-chip brands eager to reach a coveted male-dominated demo aged 

twelve to thirty-four. They pay up for an “advertiser-safe” environment built 

around vetted games like “Fortnite” and “League of Legends.” 

Twitch is also the “broadcast” home to e-sports leagues such as 

the powerful Overwatch, and it makes sponsorship money from those 

relationships. Plus, Twitch allows users to subscribe to favorite players’ 

channels for five dollars a month. 

“Amazon and Twitch make great partners,” 

says Jana Werner, head of content development 

and programming for Twitch. “We have a young, 

very digitally engaged audience that they don’t 

necessarily have, and they want that audience 

to grow and thrive. They’ve enabled Twitch to 

continue to innovate by being the absolute best 

place to commune around live content.”

Unlike Amazon Prime Video, which invests 

billions in original series, Twitch has a low-cost, 

low-risk, user-generated content model, much 

like Google’s YouTube. 

On Twitch, the “streamers” — gamers, 

some of them pros who live-cast — are the 

stars, and they get paid on a revenue-share 

basis. Some earn more than $20,000 a month, 

including tributes from fans and a portion of 

subscriptions (the most popular streamers 

take a 70 percent cut). They also receive an 

unspecified portion of ad revenue. 

With his 14 million subscribers, Tyler 

Blevins, aka “Ninja,” was Twitch’s most popular 

streamer when he bolted to Microsoft Mixer in August (he cited harsh 

comments in Twitch’s popular chat rooms as a reason for leaving). Arsenal 

says his departure has had little to no impact on viewership. 

Twitch began nearly a decade ago as part of a broader, 
youth-lifestyle-focused “web video” platform known as 
Justin.tv. By 2014, the Twitch component was ranked fourth 
in peak U.S. internet traffic. Backers naturally zeroed in on 
the videogames. 

Lately, Twitch and Amazon have discussed further broadening 

programming, to include more scripted series like Artificial and live-

streamed sports and events. Twitch was among the first companies to 

stream terabytes of live video; connecting to the cloud-computing resources 

of Amazon Web Services has helped. 

Amazon has shown live content licensed from the NFL and NBA on Twitch 

for several years. And in October, Twitch signed a two-year deal to live-stream 

every game from Australia’s National Basketball League (NBL), home of LaMelo 

Ball (a star of the Facebook Watch reality series Ball in the Family).

 “People crave community, stories and watching competition together,” 

Werner says. “It’s the same energy of a good story told around a campfire or 

watching a game at a bar. Twitch makes it more engaging than just watching 

a broadcast stream, whether it’s traditional sports like the NBA or NFL, 

videogames or live music performances.” —Daniel Frankel

For more on Bernie Su, see Me and My Emmy, page 84.

Behind the scenes at a Twitch Rivals tournament



MONDAYS AT 9PM
TV. Streaming. On Demand.

©2019 Home Box Office, Inc. All rights reserved. HBO® and related channels and service marks are the property of Home Box Office, Inc.
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House Party

The next “actors’ party in the actors’ house” —
as the SAG Awards is fondly called — will have
two new prominent producers.

Kathy Connell was one of those someones. Back in 1995, she and her 

fellow Screen Actors Guild board members created the SAG Awards. The 

event is known for its collegial atmosphere, with actors sitting together at 

tables, a few of them starting off the evening with stories about their early 

days and ending with the catchphrase, “My name is... and I’m an actor.” 

Connell, executive producer of awards and national programming for SAG–

AFTRA, has been producing the show ever since.

Over those years, Hayes has been nominated for thirteen SAG Awards 

and has won four (all but one of those nominations 

has been for his lovable, loony Jack on NBC’s Will & 

Grace).  But he’s been just as successful offscreen. 

In 2003, Hayes and his college buddy Todd Milliner 

started their production company, Hazy Mills, and have since created a wide 

range of shows, including the sitcom Hot in Cleveland, the fantasy drama 

Grimm, the docu-series The History of Comedy and the celebrity game show 

Hollywood Game Night.

Now the dynamic Hazy duo has teamed up with Connell and the producers 

for SAG–AFTRA (in partnership with producers Gloria Fujita O’Brien, Benn 

Fleishman and Jon Brockett of Avalon Harbor Entertainment) to produce the 

show’s twenty-sixth iteration, airing live January 19 on TNT and TBS. Hayes, 

Sean Hayes has been attending the Screen Actors Guild Awards as a nominee 
since 2001. But he started watching the show when it debuted, six years earlier. “I 
remember being blown away that someone had the foresight to do this,” he says.
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Kathy Connell, Todd Milliner 

and Sean Hayes
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Milliner and Connell spoke with emmy’s Lisa Rosen about this new collaboration, 
while remaining careful to preserve the surprises they have in store.

Kathy, let’s start with some background about the show.
Kathy Connell: SAG was interested in having an awards show, but one of the 
things that was important to the union was that it never cost the members 
any money. They would not use any dues on it, so we had to have a deal with a 
television show. Once that opportunity came, they assigned a few of us to try 
to figure out what that meant. What categories were we going to have? How 
was the voting going to work? So five of us spent fourteen months putting it 
together.

Two weeks out, we were terrified because we had sent out invitations 
and didn’t know if anybody was going to come. Of course, what we didn’t 
know was, nobody RSVPs until a week before. Everybody came.

And you came up with the idea for the ensemble categories, which are 
fantastic. 
KC: Well, I’m a second-generation actor. To me, actors never work alone in 
television and film. It’s about chemistry — what matters is what they create 
together in a limited amount of time. The ensemble categories also represented 
the union of actors, working together, so it seemed like a natural fit.

The show is very straightforward — no filler, no musical numbers. Was 
that a mandate from the beginning?
KC: We had two hours. You can only fit so much into two hours.

How did this new team come about?
KC: We got very excited because Bob Greenblatt is now with Turner [as 
chairman of WarnerMedia Entertainment]. Bob was always a fan of the show, 
and he loves these guys. We were talking about new ideas for the show, and 
he said, “What do you think of Sean Hayes and Todd Milliner?” I didn’t know 
Todd, but Sean had won our SAG Awards a couple of… [turning to Hayes] how 
many times?
Sean Hayes: Four times, but nobody’s counting. [Laughter] We were 
flattered to be asked — it’s a unique opportunity. Of course, on every awards 
show you try to figure out what you can do differently than the year before, 
to shake it up and keep it interesting for viewers. But it’s been a blast so far, 
working with Kathy and the whole team to come up with whatever that is 
going to be.

Are you allowed to tell me anything about whatever that is going to be?
Todd Milliner: No.

Well then let’s talk about your producing. Sean, you’re a known entity, but 
you, Todd, are less well-known to the public.
TM: Well, for now, until this comes out! This’ll be the thing that launches my 
career. [Laughter] Sean and I went to college together, so as most college 
friends do, we started a production company. We’re going into the ninth year 
of our deal at Universal Television, and that’s pretty much how we know Bob. 
We produced the Tony Awards when Sean hosted [in 2010; Hayes received an 
Emmy the following year when the show won for Outstanding Special Class 
Program]. So this is the logical progression in our producing career —
SH: — in the event space.
TM: We were super excited because we get to tackle something we’ve never 
done before at this level. 

How do you guys work together? 
SH: We’ve known each other since we were eighteen, so there’s a nice 
shorthand there. It’s wonderful to go into business with a person you’ve 
known that long.
TM: We’re both from Second City [the famed improv troupe] in Chicago. I was 
a performer until I realized I wasn’t good, and Sean kept going. We have like 
minds. We produce only what we’d watch, and luckily we watch a lot of the 
same things.

So how did you three start collaborating on the show?
SH: We had a meeting of the minds a couple months ago, just to feel each 
other out and exchange ideas.
KC: It was with the whole team. We have an awards committee — JoBeth 
Williams, Jason George, Woody Schultz, Elizabeth McLaughlin, Daryl 
Anderson, all actors and producers for SAG–AFTRA. They just loved you guys. 
TM: We were a little hesitant. When you go in somewhere, and somebody’s 
been doing it really well for a lot of years, you think, What are we doing here? 
We didn’t even know how to park here!

Okay, so what are you doing here? If it ain’t broke...
KC: But you want to keep things fresh.
TM: And also, wouldn’t it be interesting in the world if we tried to get out 
ahead of things breaking? How about, we look at what works and what we 
could improve on. Why wait until the last couple of seasons to introduce the 
seventh Brady kid? Why don’t we get way out ahead of it and ask, how can we 
make something that’s great even better? 

That’s what we loved about this: this is already working. This isn’t our core 
business — this is something we enjoy. We’re looking forward to branching 
out into this, but it’s nice to be part of a team that’s already successful.

You can’t tell me what you’re changing, but how about what you’re 
keeping? 
SH: We’re keeping two hours. [Laughter]
KC: You want to come up with something that keeps the feel of the room, 
which is always important to us. Because what we always say is, it’s the 
actors’ party in the actors’ house. Sean feels that way, having been there and 
been nominated.
SH: For sure. But it’s nice to come in and talk with Kathy and the team about 
the experience from this [acting] side as well. I think we’ve all benefited from 
those conversations.

Sean, tell me more about your perspective, having been in that room so 
often.
SH: I don’t want to go into detail, because we don’t want to give anything away, 
but I think what I’ve offered to the conversations is the emotion behind the 
evening: what really goes through an actor’s mind — not just about being 
nominated and being there and thinking about what you’re going to say if you 
win — but all of the crazy nerves that go with it. From the second you get out 
of the car and start down the red carpet until the end of the evening — what 
does that feel like emotionally? I love that I can help with that.

That experience must have changed for you over the years.
SH: The nerves never change. If you’re nominated, you’re a wreck from the 
moment you show up till the moment you leave, whether you win or lose. 
But it’s always a thrilling evening to be included in. I think I can speak for 
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every actor who’s been through the SAG Awards that it’s such an incredible 
honor to be recognized by your peers and to be part of an awards show that 
does that.

And you even get to sit with your peers.
SH: There’s no feeling of competitiveness in that room. It’s all love and support. 
KC: The room is very cool. Part of it has to do with seating. Right from the 
beginning, we sat all the actors together and put the suits in the back. 
Everybody kind of went, “What?” And we were like, “We’re seating the casts 
together. If we can fit a director or producer at the table, we’ll do that, but this 
is not their night.”

So everybody looks around. You’re looking at Meryl Streep, or Kiefer 
Sutherland…. Your favorite actor — whom you may have worked with or may 
never have worked with — could be sitting right next to you. 
SH: And everybody is a fan of each other.
KC: …Can I ask a question of Sean?

Please.
KC: The first time you found out you’d been nominated, how did that feel?
SH: It’s such an incredible feeling of inclusiveness and the biggest pat on the 
back you could ever receive, knowing that the work you’re doing is actually 
being watched and appreciated by other actors. It feels like an achievement 
beyond your wildest imagination. 
KC: I think that’s because nobody can truly understand what an actor does, 

except another actor.
SH: That’s so true. People can be sensitive to it, but they don’t really 
understand it.

You two produce in a wide range of genres. What’s the through line?
TM: We make sure that everybody who’s a part of our productions — a cast 
or crew member or a guest on Game Night — is treated with kindness and 
respect. It’s just so much harder when people are mean or a pain in the ass. 
It’s so much easier to be nice. And we have fun!
KC: I think that’s one of the reasons we loved them when they came in,
because that is what our team has always been like. Many of our people
have been with the show for decades, and they want to come back. In this
freelance business, to come back year after year means a lot. 
TM: And plus [when we see JoBeth Williams] we’re like, “That’s the mom from
Poltergeist! She’s been through a lot. Let’s give her respect.”

Since it is a show that you already love, that adds a little bit of pressure, 
doesn’t it?
SH: Of course, there’s always pressure. But I think it’s healthy to feel that, 
because it pushes you to do the best work you can.
TM: My coach used to say, “Okay, Milliner, you’re in! Don’t fuck it up.” 

SAG Award nominations will be announced December 11; this interview was 
edited for length and clarity.
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“A SIDESPLITTING 
FISH-OUT-OF-WATER STORY” 

NPR

TUESDAY 9|8c



Bure isn’t just the star of Fuller House and Aurora Teagarden Mysteries; she 

embodies Christmas cheer so well that it wouldn’t be surprising if she left a 

trail of tinsel in her wake. Her first holiday movie for the network, Moonlight 

& Mistletoe, predates Countdown to Christmas, and she’s wrapped a new 

Christmas movie every year since 2013. Last year Bure starred in A Shoe 

Addict’s Christmas alongside Luke Macfarlane (Brothers & Sisters) and Jean 

Smart (Designing Women). This year she’s headlining Christmas Town with 

Tim Rozon (Wynonna Earp).

Hallmark Channel made its first original holiday movie in 2000, but it wasn’t until 2009 that the network unveiled the 
Countdown to Christmas. Now a tradition in millions of households, the event is supported by an app (Hallmark Channel 
Everywhere) and the Hallmark Movies Now streaming service. This year’s Countdown, which began October 24 and runs till 
the end of the year, will offer forty new movies on both Hallmark and its sister channel, Hallmark Movies & Mysteries. Here 
are some of the stars who will light up the holidays:

Appearing in a Hallmark Christmas movie is a happy 
holiday tradition. BY PAULA HENDRICKSON

It’s in the Cards
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Candace 

Cameron Bure
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WEDNESDAY 10|9c

FOR YOUR CONSIDERATION

“STUMPTOWN IS…FUN, INTERESTING, AND EXCITING”
INDIEWIRE

“COBIE SMULDERS IS A KNOCKOUT”
ORLANDO SENTINEL

“SHINES ON ALL MARKS”
FORBES
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Chabert is one of Hallmark’s favorite leading ladies, and not just when the yule 

logs are burning. Along with headlining the Crossword Mysteries series, she’s 

already made eight Hallmark Christmas movies in seven years, appearing with 

Jane Seymour in 2014’s A Royal Christmas and Mariah Carey in 2015’s A Christmas 

Melody. This season Chabert and Sam Page (The Bold Type) snagged sugarplum 

roles as costars of Christmas in Rome, which was shot on location. Sweet.

Lacey Chabert
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“ALLISON TOLMAN SHINES”
NPR.ORG

“A JAW-DROPPING THRILL RIDE THAT  
WILL LEAVE YOU BREATHLESS”

CHANNEL GUIDE
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Cameron Mathison

Though this former soap star has cohosted Hallmark’s Home & 

Family daytime talk show since 2013 and been a correspondent for 

Entertainment Tonight since 2007, he hasn’t given up acting. In 2013 

Mathison gifted fans with two Christmas movies for Hallmark — The 

Christmas Ornament with Kellie Martin, and Window Wonderland with 

Chyler Leigh and singer Naomi Judd. This year’s The Christmas Club, 

costarring Elizabeth Mitchell, marks the fifth time he’s spread holiday 

joy for the network.
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Best known for darker dramas like Blade: The Series and Teen Wolf, Wagner 

sparkles more than a snowy skating rink in family-friendly holiday fare. Her first 

Hallmark Christmas movie was 2016’s tasty Christmas Cookies with Wes Brown, 

and this year she’s doing double duty, decking Hallmark’s halls in two new movies, 

Christmas Wishes & Mistletoe Kisses (with Matthew Davis) and Christmas in 

Evergreen: Tidings of Joy (with Ashley Williams and Holly Robinson Peete). 

Jill Wagner
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With another Christmas movie premiering this season, Witt — fresh off the final 

season of Orange Is the New Black — may have rivals for the unofficial title of 

Hallmark Christmas Queen, but she’s definitely the channel’s top Christmas 

caroler. An accomplished singer, musician and composer, she wrote and 

performed the title song for her 2015 movie, I’m Not Ready for Christmas, and 

this year she performs her original music in Our Christmas Love Song.

Alicia Witt
K
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Holly 

Robinson Peete

Call it a three-Peete: this star of 21 Jump Street (the series and the 2012 

movie) has appeared in all three Christmas in Evergreen movies, including 

the forthcoming Christmas in Evergreen: Tidings of Joy. She also headlines 

Hallmark Movies & Mystery’s Morning Show Mysteries movies. This year, she 

stars in Hallmark’s A Family Christmas Gift alongside legendary singer Patti 

LaBelle and Dion Johnstone, making for a Holly, jolly Christmas, indeed.
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Though she’s a published mathematician and bestselling author, some will 

always see McKellar as the iconic girl next door from The Wonder Years. 

Yet she’s also one of Hallmark’s brightest Christmas stars. Her whip-smart 

persona and comedic timing complement Christmas movies like a dash of 

nutmeg on eggnog. McKellar already has five holiday movies to her credit, 

including 2018’s Christmas at Grand Valley with former Wonder Years costar 

Dan Lauria, and this year’s Christmas at Dollywood, costarring Niall Matter 

and featuring Dolly Parton. 

Danica McKellar
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Andrew Walker 

Playing Cole on Sabrina the Teenage Witch was an early break, but Walker’s 

lengthy résumé includes plenty of dramas, including an award-winning role 

in the 2007 feature Steel Toes. He balances drama and comedy as adeptly as 

Santa walks on snowy rooftops, which makes him a great fit for Hallmark holiday 

movies, where he’s starred opposite the likes of Jodie Sweetin and Nikki DeLoach. 

Catch Walker and Sweetin in this year’s Merry & Bright. 
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In striking contrast, in the real-life 1950s, 

Jean Carroll — America’s first female stand-up 

star — was itching to ditch show biz and be a 

stay-at-home wife and mom.

Carroll, who preceded Phyllis Diller and 

Rivers at the mic, was unique. First, 

was a woman doing stand-up in an 

when men truly dominated the field, 

much of their material consisting of 

hots at their wives. 

Second, apart from Lucille Ball, most 

comic actresses at the time weren’t 

ventional beauties. If they were, they 

de themselves appear unattractive 

n effort to be funnier, mugging and 

ng ditzy.  

Smart and pretty with a shapely 

re, the five-foot-two Carroll didn’t 

ke faces, indulge in slapstick or use 

ps. In nightclubs and on TV, she spoke 

conversational tone, performing 

hthearted routines that she wrote 

rself and ad-libbing about her “idiot” 

sband, “rotten kid” and the characters

e met in daily life.

Born Celine Zeigman in Paris and 

ed in the Bronx and Connecticut, Carroll

as the daughter of an abusive baker 

d his religious wife. By age twelve, she 

as supporting her family of seven by 

nging and dancing on the vaudeville 

rcuit. Working was her own idea: 

ven at that age, she craved financial 

dependence.

By the 1920s, she was performing 

omedy with a partner. Later, she 

tepped into the limelight with a solo 

ct, headlining at glamorous New York 

ightspots like the Copacabana and the 

atin Quarter. Appearing on the new 

medium of television expanded her 

audience and fame. 

Carroll was a major inspiration for 

Lily Tomlin, who, as a child, watched 

her regularly on The Ed Sullivan Show.

“Jean’s style was breezy and 

feminine but assertive,” Tomlin recalls. 

“Her comedy was about something. It 

America’s original female stand-up star, Jean Carroll, stood up for herself — and her sex.
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The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel is about a housewife and mother who — of all the 
outrageous things — decides to pursue a career as a stand-up comedian in 
1958. Starring Rachel Brosnahan as Midge Maisel, the Amazon Prime show 
picked up eight Emmys last year for its first season and another eight this year 
for season two. 
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had a subversive element. She was edgy for her 
time, but there was always a twinkle in her eye. I 
was inspired comedically by her intelligence and 
self-possession.” 

“That Dress Is You!” was Carroll’s best-
known routine. Based on a true encounter, it 
poked fun at a saleswoman’s high-pressure 
tactics. Carroll did the bit many times on 
Sullivan’s show, where she first appeared in 
1949, when it was called Toast of the Town.

In The Marvelous Mrs. Maisel, created 
by Amy Sherman-Palladino, the feisty title 
character also does observational comedy about 
her real life. But Carroll shunned working blue, 
while Mrs. Maisel, who’s influenced by Lenny 
Bruce, revels in the style.

In 1953, the stand-up pioneer starred in The 
Jean Carroll Show (also called Take It From Me!) 
on ABC. But, unhappy with the casting and the 
scripts (by Coleman Jacoby and Arnie Rosen), 
she quit the domestic sitcom after only twelve
episodes — much to the chagrin of her real-life 
husband and agent, Buddy Howe, who pushed 
her to continue. 

Originally a dancer, and later Carroll’s 
vaudeville straight man for ten years, he had 
become a top talent agent. He ultimately rose to 
chairman of Creative Management Associates, 
which would merge in 1975 with International 
Famous Agency to form ICM. Howe, who died in 
1981, opposed Carroll’s retirement. That was an 
ongoing issue in their marriage. 

On Amazon, Mrs. Maisel is called “a funny 
lady with a lot to say” — and the same could be 
said of Jean Carroll, whom one critic described as 
“woman’s answer to man’s superiority.” 

She died in 2010 at age ninety-eight, having 
lived for many years as Celine Howe.

Emmy contributor Jane Wollman Rusoff 
conducted a number of interviews with this 
trailblazer between 1990 and 2007. Here is a 
collection of amusing, insightful quotes gleaned 
from those conversations.

BEING A PIONEER 
I didn’t think of it in terms of competing with 
men, that I had to go out there and do battle 
against the male species. They said I worked like 
a man, that I was doing Jackie Miles, Milton Berle, 
Bob Hope. That annoyed me. 

 I said, “I’m doing Jean Carroll!” It never 
occurred to me that only men were supposed 
to talk.

OVERCOMING SEXISM
Men would come up to me and say, “You’re really 
funny — I had to laugh in spite of myself.” That 
would really piss me off. Every time I ran into 
some stupid sexist thing, it surprised me — but it 
certainly didn’t deter me. I knew I was good, and 
that was all that counted.

BEAUTY: PROS AND CONS
Men found it unusual that I was pretty and funny 
at the same time. A guy told me, “I resented your 
poise and assurance up there onstage.” I said, 
“You know what? You’re an idiot!” He resented 
that I, a woman, could be sure of myself onstage. 
After all, only men were supposed to be sure of 

themselves!
 I never highlighted my looks. But I didn’t 

make an ass of myself making faces and 
mugging, either. 

 Initially, being pretty was a big hindrance. I 
had good legs and wore short dresses. Working 
in one club, I heard a woman sitting up front say, 
“Oh, I don’t think her legs are so great.” That 
made me realize my looks were a distraction, 
and I started to wear long gowns to cover my 
body. 

 The task was to get the women to feel I 
wasn’t a threat. So I also started doing a lot of 
self-effacing stuff about being overweight. I 
wasn’t overweight. But you mix your herbs and 
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Jean Carroll, with Steve Lawrence, raises funds for cerebral palsy on a 1966 telethon.
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mixin the

spices — and pretty soon people are relaxed and 
you’ve disarmed them.

THE ED SULLIVAN SHOW 
The first time I was on Ed’s show, I laid such 
an egg. The second time, I said, “This is my 
comeback!” I used to do the “That Dress Is You!” 
routine a lot. Ed would say, “Do buying the dress. 
Sylvia [his wife] wants to hear it.” I said: “Ed, I’ve 
done it so many times. People are expecting 
something fresh.” He said, “But I pay you!”

 Eventually, Ed and I had a parting of the 
ways. I had an exclusive contract with him that 
kept me off the other major programs, at a time 
when I should have had much more visibility. 
Also, I didn’t like that I’d prepare a new script and 
just before I walked out onstage, he’d say, “Cut 
four minutes!” 

When he found out I was getting my own 
show, he got mad. He felt I was his property. So I 
told him I wouldn’t work for him anymore. Later, 
I did his show when he agreed not to cut my 
routines like that. 

HER START IN STAND-UP
One day, when I was singing and dancing in 
vaudeville, Marty May, a comic, saw me horsing 
around backstage and said he wanted to use 
me in his act as his little stooge. So we became 
partners. I’d stop in the middle of whatever we 
were doing, walk down to the footlights and say 
something to the audience off the top of my 
head, like, “You know what happened today?” I 
always ad-libbed, which was half my success. 

“THAT DRESS IS YOU!” 
The routine was based on something real: I saw a 
dress in a shop window when my husband Buddy 
and I were performing in New York. I asked the 
saleswoman the size. She said, “It’ll fit you.” I 
said, “I’m a twelve.” She said, “A twelve wouldn’t 
fit you.” I said, “I really wanted something in 
pink.” She said, “Pink isn’t your color.” I said, 
“How much is it?” She said, “Don’t worry. We’ll 
get together. That dress is you!” 

When I got back to the theater, I was fuming 
and told Buddy what happened. The madder I 
got, the funnier it became. He was hysterical. He 
said, “Do that as a routine!”

WORKING CLEAN
One old review said I did “a lot of risqué ditties.” 
My “risqué ditty” was a parody on “The Girl That 

I Marry”: “The man that I married turned out to
be/ As soft and as pink as a nursery/ The man
I called my own/ Wore my satins and laces and
stole my cologne/ He sent me flowers to show
he cared/ I’d open the pansies/ And he’d be
there.” That’s as risqué as I got!

STOLEN GOODS
I wrote 95 percent of my material. When he was
starting out, Alan King stole “That Dress Is You!”
but changed it to buying a suit. One time, when we
were, coincidentally, doing the same charity show,
I insisted that I go on first — and I did his entire
routine, word for word, about sending a kid to camp.

Afterward, I said to the audience, “You like
that routine? It’s not mine. It belongs to the
fellow backstage who now has no act to do
for you. Maybe this will teach him not to steal
people’s acts anymore.”

So Alan didn’t go on because he couldn’t.
Years later, he admitted that he’d stolen my
act. His cop-out was that he was a poor kid and
couldn’t afford writers.

LOVE AND MARRIAGE
I met Buddy through the comedian “Fat” Jack
E. Leonard. They were working together, with a
woman, as part of a trio. Within two years, Buddy
and I were doing an act: he was my straight man;
I was his funny lady. I wrote everything. We got
married three years later.

Not long afterward, Buddy went into the
service. I continued doing stand-up — alone —
and was very successful at it. When he got out
of the army, he refused to work with me. He
said, “You’re much too talented. I hold you back.”
So I became a solo act, and he became a talent
agent.

But I didn’t want to be a big star. What I
wanted was a marriage.

As an agent, Buddy hurt my career. There
was always the danger that people would accuse
him of nepotism, because if he peddled me in
preference to someone else, they’d say, “Well,
she’s his wife. What do you expect?”

WANTING OUT
I was making pots of money. In clubs, I could

name my price — except I didn’t want to work 
anymore. But Buddy wouldn’t let me quit. He 
said: “No, I won’t permit it!” He thought I was the 
greatest talent that ever lived. He kept pushing 
me to have a career. I just wanted to stay home 

and be a wife and mother. There was nothing 
more important to me than my daughter [Helen]. 

SITCOM SORROWS
People who wouldn’t know a comedy line if it 
jumped up and bit them had the power to say 
to me, “Don’t do that line — it’s unnecessary.” 
But no one was going to tell me how to build to a 
punchline!

 All the people I wanted to play my husband 
were signed to something else — or they said,  
“I’m not going to take second billing to that 
broad!” 

 By the time they got someone to play 
my husband, we were past the date that the 
pilot had to be shown to Procter & Gamble. 
So, instead of having a wonderfully high-
paying commercial show, we had a sustaining 
[unsponsored] show. I got more money doing an 
opening at a supermarket — $10,000 — than I 
was getting per week on that show!

 The actor they got for my husband was 
bloody awful. I wanted the part eliminated. I said 
I wanted authority over the writing. I wanted my 
character to be a working mother. But I guess 
that was considered too radical for those days. 
And I didn’t want a guy — the director — who 
didn’t know comedy telling me what’s funny and 
what’s not. 

They wouldn’t grant me those things 
because [Buddy’s agency] didn’t stand behind 
me. They kept saying, “You can’t dictate to the 
network.” I said, “The hell I can’t! This is my show! 
My future is on the line here. I can dictate my own 
life, and I don’t want to do this show anymore!” 

So I canceled the show after twelve 
episodes. Bob Lewine, who was head of 
programming at ABC, said, “We’ll do anything! 
You were right. We were wrong.” 

Buddy said: “You can’t quit. You owe it to 
your public.” I said, “I owe it to you, our daughter 
and to myself. That’s who I owe it to.” 

YOUR MONEY OR YOUR LIFE
I didn’t want to continue, partly because of my 
health. I’d just come off serious surgery and 
had a heart attack before that. They told me I 
wouldn’t have to work too much, but I ended up 
working five days a week. 

 I wanted to be out of the business, and I 
used my health as a perfect excuse. I always 
wanted to just stay home and be a wife and 
mother. A career didn’t mean that much to me. 
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Peter Morgan’s planned shake-up of the casting for The Crown brings 
Olivia Colman to the throne as Elizabeth and Helena Bonham Carter 

to her side as stylish sister Princess Margaret. That’s jolly good news for 
Netflix viewers who’ve eagerly awaited the reopening of the 

palace doors. (Bring on the drinks trolley!) BY BENJI WILSON

OLIVIA COLMAN
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 “That was just… cool,” she says. “I got really overexcited. I thought, ‘Quick! 
Send a picture to my husband.’ All the stuff that I’m probably not allowed to 
have done, I totally did it.”

The producers of The Crown probably wouldn’t have minded much: 
Colman is their prime asset. In five years she’s gone from being known best 
as a great supporting actress (in such series as Fleabag, Broadchurch and 
The Night Manager) to being known as simply the best. She won the Best 
Actress Oscar for The Favourite this year, and when she succeeds Claire Foy 
as Elizabeth Windsor — better known as Queen Elizabeth II — for the third and 
fourth seasons of The Crown, her career coronation will be complete. Seeing 
her in the lead, it’s hard to imagine how the producers could have thought of 
anyone else. In fact, they didn’t.

 “Olivia was not just our first choice, she was our first thought,” says Andy 
Harries, one of the seven executive producers of The Crown, a coproduction 
of Left Bank Pictures and Sony Television for Netflix. (His fellow EPs are Peter 
Morgan, Suzanne Mackie, Stephen Daldry, Benjamin Caron, Matthew Byam 
Shaw and Robert Fox.) “We rang up her agent and asked if she would like to 
meet Peter Morgan [also creator–writer] and me for a cup of tea. We went to 
the Beaumont Hotel in Mayfair, London, and as we arrived, she was already 
sitting at the table. As we sat down, she went, ‘Yes! Yes! Yes!’ so it wasn’t that 
difficult, really. She’s one of the greatest actors of our generation — there’s 
no question about that.”

T IS TYPICAL OF COLMAN THAT WHEN SHE HEARS THAT STORY, 
SHE GRINS NERVOUSLY AND VIRTUALLY INGESTS HERSELF WITH 
EMBARRASSMENT. “Ah, yes. I think I was meant to be cooler than I was. 
No one told me you’re meant to go, ‘I don’t know…. I’ll think about it.’ I 

was like, ‘Yes, please!’ I’ll know next time.”
There will doubtless be many more “next times” involving plum roles 

dangled at swank hotels, because Colman is now at the head of acting’s top 
table. But when she hears that, she replies, with regal self-effacement, that it 
just means she gets to work with the very best people.

 “I mean, come on, take The Crown,” she says, sipping a cup of tea. 
“Helena Bonham Carter is my sister!”

As if on cue, Bonham Carter enters the room and the pair of them air-kiss 
and giggle. They’re on the ground floor of a four-story Georgian townhouse 
in London’s Spitalfields district, and the lighting is so authentically Dickensian 
that they can barely see each other. In fact, in the low light they really could 
pass for sisters. In season three, which debuts November 17, Bonham Carter 
succeeds Vanessa Kirby as Princess Margaret, and the sisters’ relationship 
becomes more central.

 “A lot happens with Margaret during this time,” Colman says. “We know 
that they are desperately loyal to each other: they’re the only ones who really 
know each other inside-out. They slept in the same room in the nursery, they 
took every lesson together…. They are there for each other. It’s very difficult, 

er very first 
day on set, Olivia Colman 
sat down at the queen’s 
writing desk and saw a sheet 
of postage stamps. There, in 
profile, was her own face.



DRESS BY ROLAND MOURET; SHOES BY MALONE SOULIERS; EARRINGS BY LARK & BERRY
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because they also have roles they have to play; they have to know their 
place. So it’s tricky as well, but ultimately it’s a lovely relationship: they are 
sisters who have each others’ backs.”

Bonham Carter adds that she and Colman also needed one another’s
support, sometimes literally. “Because there are a lot of walking shots in 
this, and neither of us can walk in high heels.”

 “That,” Colman says, “would be my advice to whoever is cast as the 
queen after me: learn to walk in high heels. Neither of us can do it. We’re 
rubbish. All of my favorite scenes were when the queen is in her wellies.”

EASON THREE OF THE CROWN BEGINS IN 1964, WITH THE 
ELECTION OF HAROLD WILSON, A COMMITTED SOCIALIST, AS 
ONLY THE SECOND LABOUR PRIME MINISTER SINCE THE SECOND 
WORLD WAR. Covering the moon landings, the unmasking of Sir 

Anthony Blunt as a Soviet spy, the Aberfan mining disaster of 1966 and 
the slow dissolution of Margaret’s marriage to Lord Snowdon, the ten 
episodes portray swinging London and cultural upheaval against an 
immovable, stoic institution: the Crown.

“It’s this horrible clash,” Colman says. “There are all these societal
goings-on at the time, and yet this family [is] still laboring under ancient 
notions of how you must be strong and you don’t share anything — you 
put on a brave face.”

In real life the queen, against all expectations, got along splendidly 
with Wilson. “The other prime ministers up to this point had all been 
older,” Colman explains. “Churchill was like a father or even a grandfather 
figure. The rest were all older men who were very polite to the queen. 
Wilson didn’t seem to have any of that. Men and women were equal in his 
eyes. He talked to her like an equal; he would listen to her opinions — she is 
a very bright woman — and for her that was brilliant. That’s why there was 
this wonderful friendship.”

Wilson is played by Jason Watkins (A Very English Scandal), a British 
actor of whom Colman speaks in glowing terms, as she does all her 
costars. “He’s brilliant, and Wilson and the queen got on famously well. 
When they were away at Balmoral [Castle in Scotland], where the PM gets 
invited for a less-official trip, there’d be peals of laughter from the room. 
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Olivia Colman as Queen Elizabeth II 
with Tobias Menzies as her 

husband, Prince Philip



DRESS BY EMILIA WICKSTEAD; EARRINGS AND RING BY LARK & BERRY
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They’d be giggling, and then drinks trollies would be
brought in.”

That’s precisely the kind of peek behind the
curtain that has made The Crown a worldwide hit. 
Queen Elizabeth II has been the most famous woman 
in the world for more than sixty years. Several 
generations have grown up knowing what she looks 
like and what she represents, yet almost no one 
knows what goes on behind the palace doors. It is an 
alchemical combination of the epic and the domestic 
that makes The Crown the ultimate family saga.

AVING ESTABLISHED A WINNING CAST 
FOR TWO SEASONS, THE CROWN HAS 
SENT ITSELF BACK TO SQUARE ONE. 
Every major character has been recast 

for seasons three and four, something no series 
has done before. (The show’s casting directors, Nina 
Gold, CSA, and Robert Sterne, CSA, won the Emmy for 
Outstanding Casting for a Drama Series for season 
one of The Crown and were also nominated for 
season two.)

 “This is an extraordinary and bold experiment, 
which was part of Peter’s original idea,” Andy 
Harries says. “When we came to the end of season 
two and were thinking about how good some of the 
characters were, we thought seriously about whether 
we should change them. We decided that if we were 
going to change one or two leads, we had to change 
everybody.”

The Crown is about the institution of the 
monarchy as much as it is about the monarch herself, 
which means it only works if the whole royal family 
is credibly portrayed. Colman’s casting is crucial, 
obviously, but Tobias Menzies (Game of Thrones, 
Outlander), who takes over from Matt Smith as Prince 
Philip, is just as important.

 “It’s a curious mixture of instinct and technique,” 
Menzies says. “Everyone knows what [the royals] 
sound like and how they look; there’s so much 
footage of them. Also, the show has already been made for two seasons. I 
did speak briefly to Matt around the time I got the part. But you’re making a 
piece of fiction, and we want to make the show our own. That can’t be [based 
on] Matt. And then you just forget all that and try and remember your lines.”

Colman spoke with Claire Foy (who won the Emmy in 2018 as Outstanding 
Lead Actress in a Drama Series for her role in The Crown), but more as a 
courtesy than as a request for guidance. “She said, ‘You’ll love it, the crew are 
all so lovely.’ And almost all of the crew has come back, so clearly it was a 
happy job…. I mean, it’s not really the done thing as an actor to say, ‘Let me 
give you a few pointers.’ It’s such an unusual thing to take over a part in a TV 
show anyway. Truth is, it’s got to be a little bit of a gut thing.” 

It only takes a few seconds of Colman’s opening scenes to see that she 
has not just been expertly cast, but that her instincts will make the role her 
own. She can express misery, torment and delight in the slightest grimace or 
smile. She is often as static as the face on the postage stamp, but it is always 
clear this is a mask she has to wear.

As for Margaret, one insouciant drag on a cigarette from a head-scarved 

Bonham Carter shows that the queen’s sister has also been reimagined to
perfection. Episode two, in particular, is truly hers — not because she amps 
up Margaret’s behavior for her 1965 tour of America (in which a slew of U.S. 
fans who call themselves “Margaretologists” track her every move), but 
because she dials it down. 

Where Colman’s performance is all protocol and restraint, often shot 
over her shoulder to emphasize that unyielding silhouette, Bonham Carter’s 
performance is bolder but always controlled — evidence that the two are 
sisters first and foremost.

 “I was a mixture of excited, daunted and then mildly insulted with the 
amount of people who said, ‘Oh, she’s perfect casting,’” says Bonham Carter, 
who looks nothing like the real thing, apart from her diminutive stature. 
“There’s not much of me, and there wasn’t much of Margaret. 

“She comes with a reputation, but the real gift of the part is she has so 
many colors. She’s like a prism — she changes. That’s exciting,” Bonham 
Carter continues. “When he met me, Peter [Morgan] said, ‘The thing with 
Margaret is she’s so unpredictable, so changeable, that really you can play 
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Colman as the queen, with her 
beloved corgis

Helena Bonham Carter as Princess Margaret
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the same scene ten different ways and it still would be valid.’ That was the 
lure.”

Colman, by contrast, looks eerily like the queen, especially after the 
show’s costume, makeup and hairstyling teams have gone to work. (The 
costume team won the Emmy for period costumes for seasons one and 
two; the hairstylists were Emmy-nominated both seasons.) 

 “The first time I saw myself in the mirror with the wig I was… quite 
giggly,” Colman says, giggling quietly. “There’s only one woman with that 
hairdo. I looked in the mirror and thought, ‘I’ve got the queen’s hair!’ But 
then it’s a job, it’s a costume, a script to learn and an hour in makeup — as 
all jobs are.”

HIS, THE WORLD IS COMING TO REALIZE, IS HOW OLIVIA 
COLMAN WORKS. No matter the role or the pressure, the glitz 
or the profile, major parts are still “jobs” for her.

 “What I find personally so extraordinary is Olivia’s not 
method — she’s entirely instinctive,” Harries says. “You can be on the set 
with her playing the queen in a very serious scene in front of an audience. 
Yet she’s so natural, so relaxed: she just steps out of character the minute 
they say ‘cut.’ She’s so at ease with her craft, which is an indication of 
someone who is on top of their game.”

That’s not to say Colman doesn’t prepare. For the queen she has had 
to adjust her posture (“The queen doesn’t sit like I sit, which is basically 
slumped”), work up a cut-glass accent (“We have an amazing voice 
department, but then there’s obviously an accent that we all know”), slow 
herself down (“They do everything so slowly; a walk across a room can 
take half an hour”) and most of all, pick apart her preconceptions.

 “I didn’t think I was a royalist, and then the more I learn about her, 
the more I think she’s fucking amazing,” Colman says. “I would not want 
her job for anything in the world. There are very few humans who make a 
commitment, who are forced into it, but who go, ‘Okay, I’m going to do it. 
To the best of my ability. For a lifetime.’ I think we’re going to be all at sea 
when she’s no longer with us. She’s like a rock.”

ITTING IN THE GEORGIAN TOWNHOUSE IN LONDON, COLMAN 
AND BONHAM CARTER ARE ALREADY A FEW WEEKS INTO 
FILMING SEASON FOUR, YET THEY’RE BOTH STILL WORKING ON 
THE ALL-IMPORTANT REGAL WAVE.

 “We call it ‘lightbulb,’” Bonham Carter offers. “It’s like polishing a very 
non-round lightbulb.”

“Actually, I think a lot of it is done so it looks right in a still photograph,” 
Colman adds, gently polishing. “They have to put on a persona at all times.”

 “But that’s great for us, for the actors,” Bonham Carter points out. 
“This isn’t meant to be a documentary. It’s a piece of drama. There’s a lot 
of surmise, and we can project whatever we want behind it. It’s up to us to 
think, ‘What would it be like if you literally have a façade and you have to 
show so much restraint? What do you do with the rest of your personality?’ 
Margaret says, ‘Bullshit, you’ve got to be fun. You’ve got to be yourself.’ 
Elizabeth says, ‘That’s not the point. You’re a sign and a symbol.’”

And a postage stamp. When Bonham Carter hears that Colman has 
her own stamps, she asks if she swiped any.

 “Of course! It’s framed in my downstairs loo,” says the new queen of 
the screen.

“I really want a stamp,” Bonham Carter says. “Can I get one? Why 
don’t we both get tattoos?” And Colman pulls a face that suggests, “Not 
so fast, sister.”



SKIRT SUIT BY PRADA; SHOES BY MALONE SOULIERS; HAT BY ERDEM; EARRINGS AND RINGS HER OWN
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T
HE STAFFERS CAME FACE TO FACE WITH IT EVERY TIME
THEY STEPPED INTO THE KITCHEN AT THE DISNEY+
HEADQUARTERS IN LOS ANGELES THIS SUMMER. There it
was, a digital clock — bought on Amazon for $70 — counting 
down the days, hours and minutes to the launch of the new 
streaming service on November 12. “You can’t get a cup of 

coffee without seeing it,” Disney+ president of content and marketing 

Ricky Strauss said in an August phone conversation. “I’m not sure what
happens when it will get to zero.”

Spoiler: It was time to celebrate.
Even in an era when we’ve become accustomed to shiny new toys, 

Disney’s subscription streaming service represents, well, “a whole new 
world” (to quote the Oscar-winning theme from Aladdin). At long last, the 
Hollywood giant is competing with Netflix, Amazon Prime Video, the new 

ItAllAddsUp

A sampling of Disney+ fare (from left): Moana, The Incredibles, Iron Man, 
Rogue One: A Star Wars Story and National Geographic photography
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Disney+, the newest subscription service, enters the streaming 
market with some serious assets: the iconic Disney brand and 
the company’s vast intellectual property. What’s with the plus? 
Well, ten new films and more than twenty-five new series, 
including three Avengers spinoffs, to start.  BY MARA REINSTEIN

AppleTV+ and the forthcoming HBO Max. With a difference.
Whereas some of the upstarts have started from scratch, Disney 

is using the full reach of its empire as it never has before. For an in-app 
purchase of $6.99 a month (or $69 a year), Disney+ customers will have 
access to the studio’s century-spanning catalog of films, plus all the 
movies from its LucasFilm, Marvel and Pixar properties, plus 600 hours of 
premium National Geographic content. And, thanks to the studio’s recent 

$71 billion acquisition of much of 21st Century Fox, say hello (or d’oh!) to 
thirty years’ worth of The Simpsons. 

That’s just the library. Disney+ is also kicking off its first year with ten 
new films and more than twenty-five fresh series, including three Avengers 
spinoffs. What’s in the pipeline? Everything from a new live-action Star 
Wars series (in which Ewan McGregor will reprise his Obi-Wan Kenobi role 
from the 1999–2002 big-screen trilogy) to an updated Lizzie McGuire 

IMAGES COURTESY DISNEY +



series (starring Hilary Duff again) to a spinoff of the 2018 teen LGBTQ 
dramedy Love, Simon. 

Starting next year, the service will be rolling out in Europe, Asia and 
Latin America, and execs expect subscribers to total between 60 million 
and 90 million by 2024. Disney CEO Robert Iger vowed to Wall Street 
analysts in an August conference call that Disney+ “is going to be treated 
as the most important product that the company has launched” during his 
fourteen-year tenure.  

Strauss says that’s no hyperbole. “It’s an opportunity to reach fans 
globally through a platform on an agnostic format,” he explains. “We can 
do longform entertainment, we can do local content, we can do episodic 
content, we can build on our library and we can do new stories. It’s obviously 
a very beloved brand.”

NOW THAT IT’S LIVE, DISNEY+ AIMS TO CAPITALIZE ON THAT ICONIC 
BRAND AND ITS CORE VALUES. Or, as Iger put it during a public 
presentation in April, “We’re starting from a position of strength, 

confidence and unbridled optimism.” Viewers can choose from series such 
as the standalone Star Wars saga The Mandalorian (overseen by The Lion 
King director Jon Favreau) and the mockumentary High School Musical: 
The Musical: The Series. In Pixar’s series of ten short films, Forky Asks a 
Question, the title utensil serves up such posers as “What is money and 
what does it do?” to his fellow Toy Story characters. Monsters at Work 
is a workplace comedy set six months after the events of the 2003 hit 
Monsters, Inc.; it boasts the voices of original cast members Billy Crystal 
and John Goodman. 

If you think it’s completely intentional that much of the new content is 
steeped in nostalgia, you’re right. 

“We want to deliver to fans more of what they love,” senior vice-president 
of content Agnes Chu says. “These stories are a way of getting even further 
and deeper into the characters and roles we’ve already been known for. This 
is how we can break through the clutter.” Strauss adds, “It’s always going to 
be an advantage when you can offer something with recognition.” 

Leveraging Disney’s vast trove of intellectual property, or IP, was just 
the foundation. With an eye at coming in big and hot, Chu and her team 
greenlit series that would combine top-tier talent, creativity, optimism and 
community. Unconstrained by the broadcast TV pilot season, many ideas 
went straight to series. “It’s an ongoing development cycle of getting to work 
with our studios and hearing pitches and evaluating ideas,” she explains. 
High School Musical: The Musical: The Series, The Mandalorian and The World 
According to Jeff Goldblum are some products of that process (see sidebar).  

In the reality series Encore!, which also debuted on Day 1, adults who put 
on musicals together in high school come together again to recreate their 
original performances, this time with the help of Broadway talents. Kristen 
Bell (The Good Place) is an executive producer of the show, which originally 
premiered as a one-hour special on ABC in December 2017. On Be Our Chef, 
hosted by Angela Kinsey (The Office), families from diverse backgrounds 
join a cooking contest at Walt Disney World. Pointing to Disney’s core 
values, Chu notes, “Our unscripted series celebrate performance and 
expression and people coming together.” 

SQUINT HARD ENOUGH, AND THE SAME PRINCIPLES APPLY TO 
PERHAPS THE BIGGEST DISNEY PROPERTY OF ALL. Chu says 
she’s most excited about working with newly promoted Marvel 

chief creative officer Kevin Feige and bringing some of the most beloved 
Avengers directly to consumers’ living rooms. “I’m amazed at what he’s 
done to build out the Marvel Cinematic Universe,” she says. “What we have 
will really knock people’s socks off.” 

The slate serves as an assurance to fans that some of their favorite 
superheroes did not run their courses in the $2 billion–grossing Avengers: 
Endgame. The new animated series What If…? features the voice talents 
of every single MCU cast member to date. Production is under way on The 

The Mandalorian
Introduced to much fanfare in
April at the annual Star Wars
convention, the first live-action
Star Wars series is set after the
fall of the Empire and before
the emergence of the First
Order. (So, no, the story does
not coincide with the upcoming

Star Wars: The Rise of Skywalker.) Pedro Pascal (Game of Thrones)
stars as a lone gunfighter in the outer reaches of the galaxy. “It’s a
great example of taking a character and worlds that have not been
explored before in the universe and finding a way to tell the story over
eight episodes,” says Disney+ senior vice-president of content Agnes
Chu. She notes that writer–executive producer Jon Favreau developed
the series’ $100 million “cutting-edge” technology. Cast members
portraying the all-new characters include Gina Carano, Carl Weathers,
Giancarlo Esposito, Werner Herzog and Nick Nolte.

High School Musical:
The Musical:
The Series
Sorry, girls — no Zac Efron
this time around. With meta
references and fourth-wall
transgressions galore,
this ten-episode scripted
mockumentary is set at the

same “real-life” East High where the original 2006 Disney Channel
movie was filmed. It follows a new set of students (played by Joshua
Bassett, Olivia Rodrigo, Sofia Wylie and Kate Reinders) as they count
down to the opening night of their school’s first production of — what
else? — High School Musical. “People are going to be delighted by how
fresh it is,” Chu says of the show from creator–executive producer Tim
Federle. “You don’t have to be familiar with the original films to love this,
and the people who do love the film will love this even more.”

The World According
to Jeff Goldblum
Over a dozen episodes,
actor Jeff Goldblum travels
the country on this National
Geographic reality series to
examine familiar aspects of life
— such as sneakers, tattoos, 
denim and ice cream — and 
reveals their connections to 
science, history and people. 
“He’s someone who is amazed 
at all the wonder in the world 

that we take for granted,” Chu explains. “So the series embodies a lot 
of the attributes and values that are synonymous with both National 
Geographic and his name.” National Geographic Global Networks 
president Courteney Monroe and her team brought the project to Chu 
when it was in development. Goldblum is already part of the Disney 
family, having played the Grandmaster in Thor: Ragnarok and worked 
with the studio in other capacities. —M.R.

The Wide World of Disney+
Look for these three new series on the 
streaming service:
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Falcon and the Winter Soldier, a six-episode series that finds Anthony
Mackie and Sebastian Stan’s crusading duo again trying to defeat the villain
Zemo (Daniel Brühl). “It’s going to be fun for fans to see these characters in
the movies migrate to episodic programming,” Strauss says.

There’s even a name for one crucial Disney+ viewer: an AWOK, or Adult
Without Kids. (Strauss is aware it sounds like something from a Star Wars
movie.) Executives hope that fans eighteen to fifty-four who have stuck
with all twenty-two Marvel movies — not to mention all the Star Wars
adventures — will pay to get the full MCU experience, as all the series and
upcoming “phase four” tentpole big-screen movies bleed into each other.
“You’re going to want to be caught up,” Chu says.

To that end, Marvel content has been curated for the next two years. Chu
figures that by the time an AWOK has watched Captain Marvel or Avengers:
Endgame “for the tenth time” on the service, it will be time to roll out one of
the MCU series. The breezy action series WandaVision (premiering spring
2021), starring Elizabeth Olsen as Wanda and Paul Bettany as Vision, is set
immediately after the events of Endgame. The same is true of Hawkeye, in
which Jeremy Renner will reprise his role as the arrow-shooting Avenger; it
premieres in fall 2021. Even mischievous villain Loki (Tom Hiddleston) will
get in on the fun with a six-hour, time-bending series titled, of course, Loki.
Feige recently revealed three more new series: Ms. Marvel, Moon Knight and
She-Hulk.

WHEN DISNEY ANNOUNCED PLANS TO START A COMMERCIAL-
FREE STREAMING SERVICE BACK IN 2017, IT WAS NOT A
MOMENT TOO SOON. Netflix already had acclaimed hits such as

Orange Is the New Black, The Crown and House of Cards. Hulu and Amazon
Prime Video had also carved out impressive footholds (and scored some
Emmys), while the subscription-based streamer CBS All Access had been
live since 2014.

Disney’s plan? Counterattack.
There was no name for the service, no price, no rollout strategy, no

programming details and no exact launch date. Per Iger, no problem. “I
would characterize this as an extremely important, very, very significant
strategic shift for us,” he told analysts at the time, acknowledging that the
studio was in the process of reclaiming projects it had licensed to third-
party distributors. Hollywood insiders dubbed the service “Disneyflix.”

In June 2018, Iger and Kevin Mayer, chairman of Walt Disney Direct-to-
Consumer and International, announced that Strauss had been tapped to
steer creative oversight of the service’s programming and its marketing
vision. The former president of Participant Media (where he oversaw
production of The Help) and marketing chief of Walt Disney Studios, he’d
helped turn films like Black Panther, Star Wars: The Force Awakens and
Beauty and the Beast into box-office heroes.

“It was such a treat to be asked to come and run content and marketing,
because it expanded upon that premise of branded content, which is
obviously the differentiating factor in what we’re going to do here,” he says.

The strategy, he said, was to look at the existing intellectual property
and work with the various creative studios to find new ways of telling stories.
“Even before I got there, Bob asked all the talent across the company to
come together and help us develop the slate,” he explains. “It’s been a
collaborative process across the board.”

IN APRIL 2019, DURING A LAVISH PRESENTATION INSIDE SOUNDSTAGE
TWO ON THE DISNEY LOT — HOME OF THE ORIGINAL THE MICKEY
MOUSE CLUB — IGER FINALLY FILLED IN ALL THE BLANKS. Disney+ 

would launch on November 12 at a sensible price. A fourteen-minute sizzle 
reel showcased its library, which included Fox movies such as Titanic and 
Avatar. “No other content or technology company can rival it,” he said, not 
bothering to mention the competition. 

Rather than present stars, as AppleTV+ had at its presentation one 
month earlier, Iger unveiled footage from the Disney+ original series line-

up. The Mandalorian appeared to have the same extravagant production 
values as Game of Thrones. High School Musical: The Musical: The Series 
looked polished and ready to roll. He also unveiled the simple user interface, 
which features tiles dedicated to brands such as Pixar, Star Wars and 
National Geographic. 

Meanwhile, Mayer hinted that Disney+ would bundle its service with 
Hulu. By August, it was confirmed that Disney+, ad-supported Hulu and
ESPN+ could be bought together for $12.99 a month — a 28 percent 
discount compared to buying each service separately. (The Fox acquisition 
included 30 percent of Hulu, giving Disney a controlling 60 percent share. 
Comcast has 30 percent and Time Warner owns 10 percent.)

Though the April presentation was aimed at Wall Street analysts, it was 
also designed to pique the curiosity of potential subscribers. From that day 
on, the marketing buzz grew from a murmur to a roar worthy of the Lion 
King himself. 

First, there was a standing-room-only Marvel presentation at San 
Diego Comic-Con. Feige introduced the Disney+ series alongside the 
forthcoming feature-film extravaganzas, as his galaxy of A-list stars lined 
up behind him. “Ricky and I were there and it was amazing,” Chu recalls. 
“Just to be able to hear the swell of 7,000 people reacting showed why 
we’re all excited.” 

The momentum carried through to D23 Expo, the fan convention in 
Anaheim in late August. Attendees not only got to see what the service 
looks like, they lined up to get hands-on with it and subscribe early. (For 
a three-year commitment, members could enjoy a $23 annual “Founders
Circle” discount.) In a glitzy panel — that opened with a performance of 
“We’re All in This Together” from the High School Musical series — Mayer 
revealed up-to-the-minute programming news. Everyone from Bell to 
Goldblum showed up to talk up their new series. 

The November start date, Strauss adds, intentionally coincides with the 
period between Thanksgiving and winter, as viewers are likely to be indoors 
watching television then. It also takes advantage of the gift-giving season, 
when people get new smartphones and TVs and want to subscribe to new 
apps. Verizon customers will be able to self-gift: Disney+ announced in 
late October that its 4G LTE and 5G unlimited wireless subscribers and new 
Fios and 5G home internet subscribers can receive one free year of the 
streaming service.

AND A YEAR FROM NOW? Chu declares that she’s not content to just 
sit and watch. “I’m relentless about making sure that we’re on the 
right path,” she says. “It’s not enough to rest on the fact that we 

have these brands. I’m excited to share what we have and keep growing.”   
As to where Disney+ will fit into the expanding marketplace, Strauss 

is leaving his options open. “We’ll have data and information from our 
consumers that will help inform our strategies, so that will change our 
focus,” he says. “But the one thing that will not get derailed is quality 
content and an idea of delighting and entertaining consumers of all ages 
across the world.” While Netflix currently boasts 60 million U.S. subscribers 
and Hulu has 28 million, Strauss declines to share specific target numbers. 
One analyst recently predicted that the Disney+ streaming share could rise 
from 1 percent in 2019 to more than 9 percent in five years.  

A decade down the line, Strauss says, “I’m just hoping the entertainment 
will go global and the affection for Disney continues to grow.” As for Emmy 
wins and other accolades, he says, “That’s just icing on the cake and 
could legitimize the effort. But we’re trying to create an emotional and 
entertaining experience.”

Asked about the risks of starting a new streaming service, Strauss 
alludes to the company’s namesake. “This company was founded on ideas,” 
he says. “Many years ago, who would have decided to start an animated film 
business? Then who would have created a theme park? We think in terms of 
being bold and innovating. We take big swings at this company, and they’ve 
proven to be good.”   



Lindsay Czarniak and Craig Melvin with Sybil (left) and Delano
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With two challenging TV careers, Craig Melvin and Lindsay Czarniak 
cherish down time with the kids — be it tacos or games of tickle 

monster — in their comfy Connecticut home. BY TATIANA SIEGEL

Keeping It Casual
PHOTOGRAPHS BY FRANCESCO LAGNESE
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Fox Sports reporter Lindsay Czarniak is pulling her two-year-old daughter
Sybil around the driveway in a red wagon while five-year-old son Delano
runs around in circles in the front yard. Her forearm muscles flex as she drags
some fifty pounds of cargo while pivoting her attention to her son, making
sure he isn’t about to bolt into the street. Still, she never misses a beat in her
chat with the neighbors.

Sporting a camouflage V-neck sweatshirt with rolled-up sleeves, flip

flops and (heaven forbid) chipped nail polish, Czarniak casts a refreshingly
casual vibe in this coastal Connecticut town, where many cave to Keeping Up
with the Joneses.

“It’s a little bit like Desperate Housewives here. Or Big Little Lies,” she
whispers conspiratorially once inside her three-story Colonial. “Everyone is
obsessed with schools, you know?”

Her husband of eight years, Craig Melvin — news anchor of NBC’s Today,

On a balmy late-September afternoon, 

The family’s record room includes Melvin’s 
grandmother’s furry chair (this page), his 
great-grandmother’s buffet table (facing page) 
and some favorite records, framed for hanging.
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cohost of Today’s third hour and 11 a.m. anchor on MSNBC — meets the clan
in the foyer. The kids immediately trail off behind a nanny, who leads them
toward an oversized kitchen table covered with butcher paper and a dazzling
array of paints, brushes, crayons, scissors and glitter glue. Melvin, wearing
a blue checkered shirt, jeans and sneakers, notes with pride that Czarniak
curated the supplies herself after one of her frequent treks to a local, family-
run art supply store.

Setting the mood, the Diana Ross–Lionel Richie hit Endless Love plays 
softly in the background. Hanging on the walls are pictures marking the 
duo’s eleven-year relationship, including a framed wedding shot with the 

inscription “Hold Me Closer, Tiny Dancer,” referencing a favorite Elton John
song, mixed in with framed albums like Prince’s Purple Rain and Jay-Z’s Black 
Album, a nod to their shared taste in music. A photo of Melvin proposing to 
Czarniak on a chartered Miami boat is held in place on the refrigerator door by 
a magnet surrounded by shots of their photogenic offspring.

With a then-baby Delano in tow, the couple bought the sprawling five-
bedroom home four years ago due to its location, close enough to ESPN in 
Bristol, where Czarniak worked at the time, and to NBC’s Rockefeller Center
newsroom where Melvin had just begun coanchoring Weekend Today. But 
even after Czarniak left ESPN and subsequently joined Fox Sports earlier 
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this year (where she also serves as a studio host), the
pair decided to stay put. They’d become attached to
a community where kids ride bikes throughout leafy
neighborhoods lined with stately homes — but with
enough edge to satisfy their cosmopolitan sensibilities.

Before settling into a comfy brown leather chair in
the sitting room, Czarniak places a batch of homemade
chocolate chip cookies on the coffee table. Melvin points
out that the kids did the stirring, but the recipe is all Mom’s.
In fact, when Melvin first met his future father-in-law,
Chet Czarniak, the retired USA Today managing editor 
extolled his daughter’s ability to make “a mean cookie,” as 
Melvin recalls.

To that, Czarniak rolls her eyes and laughs. “Really?” 

she asks. Here in Connecticut suburbia, they are finding 
their groove — a broadcast power couple, to be sure, but 
with a loving Ricky-and-Lucy banter.

B ack in 2008, the Melvin-Czarniak meet was awfully 
cute. And as it so happens, their introduction was 
captured on live TV. She was a rising on-air talent 

in the sports broadcast world at NBC’s Washington, D.C., 
affiliate WRC-TV. He was the station’s new weekend news 
anchor. Czarniak had just returned from covering the 
Beijing Summer Olympics and was running late. There was 
no time for introductions before she slipped behind the 
news desk during a commercial break.



The foyer (this page) and upstairs hallway (facing page)
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“I said, ‘Welcome back from China,’” Melvin remembers. “And you said,
‘Welcome to Channel 4.’”

Czarniak fingers her long blonde hair into a messy bun and smirks at the
memory. “I was like, ‘Who is this guy?’”

As for Melvin’s first impressions, he says, “She’s very energetic.
Obviously, it didn’t hurt that she’s very attractive. Now, it’s a different era, but
I was able to, you know…”

She breaks in, “Where are you going with this?”
“What?” he answers. “I mean, I was able to…”
“Put on a full-court press,” she deadpans. Then, she turns more serious

and offers her read on the encounter: “There was an instant chemistry.”
Over the ensuing months, the pair was chosen by station management

to team up for a pilot called Daily Connection, a short-lived afternoon
entertainment lifestyle show. They dated for a bit but stopped, mindful that
they worked together. She began seeing someone else. Here today, they
playfully bicker about just how good-looking her replacement boyfriend
was. Then came more wooing from Melvin (“stalking,” she jokes), and they
reunited after “I invited her to have a post–eleven o’clock newscast cocktail,”
he explains.

Melvin eventually popped the question while cruising Biscayne Bay. In
preparation for the big moment, he’d memorized an elaborate proposal, but
by the time he got down on bended knee, he was so nervous, he completely
bungled the speech. He managed to get out some garbled version of “Will
you marry me?” — though he can’t remember the exact phrasing. As for her
response, it wasn’t quite like the movies.

“I’ll remember this on my deathbed,” he says.
“No, you won’t,” she insists.

“Oh, sure I will,” he continues. “She said, I kid you not, ‘I think I’m gonna
throw up.’ Of all the scenarios in my head, I had not considered that one.”

It wasn’t the rocking action of the boat. Czarniak was simply overwhelmed
by the emotion of the moment.

“’Oh, my God. This is actually happening,’” she remembers thinking. “And
it was so amazing.”

But Melvin wasn’t quite sure what to make of her sudden nausea. “I was
like, ‘Is that a yes?’ And then she cried,” he says. “So, it worked out.”

In 2011, the couple wed in a small ceremony at D.C.’s Church of the Holy
City. After a reception at the Hay-Adams Hotel, they honeymooned in Tahiti
and Bora Bora, an experience so fabulous, it offset the twenty-hour flight. In
unison, they both proclaim Bora Bora “so amazing.” Adds Melvin, “It almost
spoils other vacations for you.”

T here’s no question that Czarniak and Melvin hail from different
backgrounds. He grew up in Columbia, South Carolina, the son of a
mail clerk who worked at the Columbia Post Office. She was raised in a

Virginia suburb of Washington after her father transferred from his Gannett
News Service post in Pennsylvania’s capital city, Harrisburg. But they share a
great deal in common, too. Both of their mothers were schoolteachers. And
both fathers worked erratic hours — Czarniak’s as a sports reporter who
moved into the constant-deadline beat of politics and Melvin’s, who covered
the graveyard shift.

 “Growing up, I didn’t see him a lot, because he would be sleeping during 
the day, and then he would get up at eight or nine at night and go to work,” 
Melvin explains of his father. “I grew up sort of resenting that situation, and 

Bold graphics and an auto motif animate Delano’s room.







In the mural Czarniak created for Sybil’s room, doves flutter amid cherry blossoms.



Melvin’s home office features an 
artist’s flat file cabinet (facing page) 

that Czarniak found at a local art store.
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then eventually him. Then you get older and you realize, ‘Oh, 
wait a minute. It’s not like he didn’t want to be around. He 
had to work.’”

Czarniak experienced a similar paternal absence. 
“When I was little, he’d be on the road covering some game 
or something in D.C. or wherever it was, and he’d be like, ‘Oh, 
we just went to dinner at blah blah blah,’” she says, with a 
note of frustration that still lingers.

But they both realize the irony of the fact that they, 
too, adhere to grueling schedules. Melvin is awake by 4 
a.m. and off to Manhattan by car, where he reads scripts
for Today until he arrives in the studio and hits the air from 
7–10 a.m., followed by anchoring the 11 a.m. news hour on 
MSNBC.

 “If you’re in this business, you understand that if 
something happens last minute, you have to hop on a plane, 
and you don’t know exactly how long you might be gone.”

Once every two weeks, he catches a flight to some 
random city, shoots a story, flies back that night and sleeps 
in Manhattan so that he can more easily reach the studio.

“He’s on more than anyone else at the network. Truth,”
says Czarniak with awe. “Three hours on Today and then an 
hour on MSNBC. No one else does that.”

When football season is in full swing, Czarniak is spread 
equally thin. She typically flies out on a Thursday or Friday 
morning to some NFL city, where she stays until well after 
the final snap on Sunday. And then there are times when 
days away turn into nearly a month. When they first moved 
to this home, Melvin was dispatched to Los Angeles for 
three weeks to back-fill a correspondent role there.

“It was like, you wanted to go to a national level — buckle 
up,” says Czarniak. Similarly, she hit the road earlier this year
for three weeks to shoot the Netflix series Hyperdrive, in 
which drivers from around the world compete on one of the 
largest automotive obstacle courses.

Hearing each other rattle off their respective itineraries 
offers a moment of self-reflection worthy of sitting on a 
therapist’s couch. Melvin stops suddenly.

 “Oh, my God. We’ve become our parents. I didn’t even 
realize it. You could send us a bill for this,” he jokes.

Nevertheless, Czarniak and Melvin are determined to 
strike the optimal work-family balance. Czarniak frequently 
brings the children on the road with her, and both “Sibby,”
as she is nicknamed, and her brother love the adventure of exploring a
new hotel, regardless of how many stars it earns. Other perks of Mom and
Dad’s jobs include Melvin bringing the kids to meet the real Elmo and Cookie
Monster during a Sesame Street shoot (not the Times Square costumed-
person version most kids have to settle for).

“You go from an interview with the secretary of state to a cooking
segment with a chef who’s got a great new spot in Brooklyn to a political
segment on MSNBC,” Melvin says. “I enjoy that, but it requires a lot of
bandwidth. Sometimes, when I get home, I’m just spent. But you can’t be
spent — because you want to spend time with your wife and talk about the
stuff that husbands and wives talk about. And then you have to play tickle
monster, and you have to play football. But I love it. I am blessed. There are
people who have real problems. I ain’t one of them.”

G iven the intensity of their respective careers, the couple have fashioned 
their home into a soothing oasis. Melvin spearheaded the basement 
finishing, which is now complete with a wood-paneled bar and a retro 

pinball machine. Meanwhile, Czarniak created an elaborate mural in Sybil’s 

bedroom that covers half a wall. Done entirely by her hand with sponges 
and a fine paintbrush, the work depicts a black-and-white cherry blossom 
tree with doves flying through the branches. For Melvin’s part, he collected 
driftwood and made oversized nameplates for each child.

As for cooking, Czarniak has taken charge, albeit with simple dishes that 
fit their crazed routines, like “a mean spaghetti,” as Melvin has dubbed one of 
his favorites. And then there’s Taco Tuesday.

 “I have four or five dishes that we rotate,” she says.
Then, when football season is over and the New England snow has 

melted, Melvin will get back to grilling on their deck that overlooks a backyard 
surrounded by tall trees.

And if Melvin can’t quite remember what exactly he rattled off during that 
botched proposal years ago, Czarniak has a clear recollection.

 “I remember part of what you said,” she offers. “You said, ‘I’m gonna 
make you the happiest person.’”

“Did I say that? I made that promise?” he asks.
“Mm-hmm. Yeah,” she responds.
“It’s good to know I’ve made good on that,” he volleys back.
With that, she concludes with a smile. “Yes, you have.”
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LIE ANN JOHNSON JUMPED OVER 
ING BOARD IN THE EARLY 1960s 

RCIAL — AND JUMP-STARTED 
AN — THE INDUSTRY WAS STILL 

DECADES AWAY FROM SIGNIFICANT SAFETY GUIDELINES AND 
MANDATORY TRAINING. WITH LITTLE MORE THAN AN ATHLETIC 
BACKGROUND AND A WILLINGNESS TO TRY HER BEST, JOHNSON 
WAS SOON WORKING REGULARLY IN TELEVISION AND MOVIES, 
TAKING FALLS ON CAMERA FOR THE LIKES OF DORIS DAY, 
LYNDA DAY GEORGE AND SUSAN SAINT JAMES.
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She drove speeding cars, jumped 
from heights and hung from hot-air 
balloons, all the while making the 
best of jobs that required high heels 
and tight clothing with no room for 
protective pads. But her upward climb 
ended in 1980, after she was badly 
injured on the set of Charlie’s Angels.

Johnson says her phone stopped 
ringing after she spoke up about the 
mistakes that led to the accident. “I 

don’t want any more stuntwomen 
to have to go through what we went 
through,” she says. “When you’re 
talented and you want to use your 
skills, you belong in this industry. 
There’s not a stunt that a woman can’t 
do if it’s rigged right.”

In 2013 she published a memoir, 
The Stuntwoman (cowritten with 
David L. Robb), in which she details her 
fight against sex discrimination in the 

industry and its destructive effects on 
her career. In 2017 she met with SAG-
AFTRA president Gabrielle Carteris to 
argue against the practice of stuntmen 
doubling as women and white stunt 
workers putting on dark makeup to 
double for minorities, issues she has 
been protesting for decades. 

Born in Fullerton, California, 
Johnson was raised in an athletic 
family. Her grandfather, Samuel Earl 

[                               ]Julie Ann Johnson
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Crawford, played for years for the 
Detroit Tigers and Cincinnati Reds, and 
was inducted into the baseball Hall of 
Fame in 1957. 

Johnson was interviewed in 
February 2019 by Adrienne Faillace 
for The Interviews: An Oral History 
of Television, a program of the 
Television Academy Foundation. The 
following is an edited excerpt of their 
conversation and Johnson’s answers. 
The entire interview can be seen at 
TelevisionAcademy.com/Interviews.

Q: Did you play a lot of sports, growing 
up?
A: I could play any sport. In my senior 
year of high school, I got an award for 
having the most credits in the Girls 
Athletic Association. I played after-school
sports, whatever the season was.

Q: Were you a daredevil?
A: I wouldn’t say a daredevil, but I was 
fearless. In my freshman year, basketball 
was one of my favorite sports. I was at 
my neighbor’s house, practicing after 
school one night, and I threw a hook shot 
that hit the rim and bounced behind the 
backstop. I had to go up on the roof to get 
the ball. So I hopped the fence, got on the 
roof and then I couldn’t resist — once I got 
the ball, I dropped it over the basket, but 
the whole backstop gave way and I went 
down headfirst to the cement. I broke my 
fall with my hands, and I shattered both 
wrists. I was in two casts, with my arms 
bent, for over three months.  

Q: How did you get into stuntwork? 
A: Stunts found me — I didn’t find 
stunts. I was working in retail and became 
assistant manager at Bullock’s [department 
store]. Then I became the switchboard operator 
at a commercial production company for $100 
a week. I was there for two years and learned a 
lot about production. Sometimes clients would 
come in and say, “You’d be a great double for 
Doris Day.” 

I asked, “What’s a double?” 
I was told, “They’re the ones that do the 

dangerous stuff so the actress doesn’t get 
hurt.” 

A lightbulb went off. I wondered, how 
do you become a double? I found out that 
there was an answering service in town for 
stuntpeople called Teddy O’Toole’s. Production 
companies would call Teddy’s and say, “Send 

-
110 pounds.” Then you’d get an audition to 
go meet the director on the set. So I started at 
Teddy’s, and I would perform whatever they 
wanted. I did a lot of learning on the job.  

Q: Did you have to audition for Teddy’s? 
A: I pulled together a résumé, and I had on 
there that I was an athlete. Teddy explained the 
business to me. She said, “I’ll send you on the 
jobs I think you’re right for.” 

I got a commercial for Magic Sizing spray 
starch in which I jumped over an ironing board. 
They reversed the film, so it looked like I was 
jumping back and forth over the board. That 
was a good credit. I think I made $16,000 total 
for that commercial. I thought, “Wow!” I had 

ten off the switchboard and become 
production assistant, then production 
rdinator at the production company, 
 I was being called away more and 
re to audition for stunts. Finally the 

pany president came to me and said, 
lie…,” and I said, “I know. I’ve got to 
k one job or the other. I’ve got to pick 
nts.” 

 Was any special training required to 
 stuntwork?

 No. I took some judo and karate 
ssons. My stunts in the beginning 
ere falls — pratfalls, stair falls — some 
nning, some driving. 

: How did you became Doris Day’s 
tunt double?
: I got an audition to double for Doris 
ay on the [1967] movie Caprice. I went 

out to 20th Century Fox and met the 
nit manager. There was another girl 

there, but she was a lot shorter. The 
unit manager looked at me and said, 
You’re perfect. You’re going to go up to

Mammoth Mountain and hang from a
helicopter ladder for about forty feet.”

When I was on location in wardrobe,
he unit manager brought Doris in to
kay me. She said, “She’s kind of skinny,

sn’t she?”
He said, “Don’t worry about that.

e’re going to fill her out.”
From then on, I doubled her. When

he had her CBS show [The Doris Day
how, 1968–73], I did all of the titles for
er in San Francisco — jumping on and off
able cars and running down the street,
ding a bicycle. And any time she had
little fall or something like that to do, I
ould do it.

Q: When you’re doubling someone, do you
work with her to observe her movements?
A: You try to emulate her as much as possible
— the way she moves, acts, everything. You
become very observant.

Q: You also worked on the ‘60s spy series The 
Man from U.N.C.L.E….
A: I did Man from U.N.C.L.E and The Girl from 
U.N.C.L.E. — once in a while I’d do a little 
nondescript [ND] role. 

Q: What’s that?
A: Nondescript work could be anything. There’s 
just a piece of action that doesn’t require 
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Julie Ann Johnson doubling 

Doris Day in Caprice…

…in her first commercial, for 
Magic Sizing spray starch…
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a double and they need people. Like in a 
barroom fight, something like that. 

Q: Was it common for stuntpeople to get those 
kinds of jobs?
A: Yes, but most of the nondescript jobs go to 
men.

Q: Why is that?
A: It’s a buddy system. They often get hired by 
the coordinators, who are mostly men. We’ve 
been fighting that for a long time. If you’ve 
got six ND stuntpeople, why aren’t three of 
them women? [Unit production manager] 
Abby Singer helped me get ND work. He was 
at Universal at the time. Universal was the first 
major studio that I worked for.  

Q: Star Trek was another major series you 
worked on…. 
A: Yes, I did that with Paramount [in 1967]. I 
doubled Celeste Yarnall in a fight scene. Once 
they put me in costume and hair, we looked 
like twins.

Q: In those days, did your wardrobe include 
protective gear?
A: In the early days, they put you in tight 
clothes. There was no place to put a pad on the 
elbow or knees, or anywhere else, and that’s 
when the injuries can come. You get hurt. 

Q: Did you have to work in high heels?
A: Those were ankle busters, and always 
difficult — running in heels, especially. But I 
had worn heels when I was working for 
Bullock’s, so I was used to them.  

Q: As a stuntperson, who do you work 
most closely with on set?
A: Well, special effects is very vital to 
you. And of course, the stunt coordinator. 
But there weren’t a lot of coordinators 
when I started out. It was just you and the 
director.   

Q: When did that start to change?  
A: In the 1970s. Kathleen Nolan, our first 
female president of the Screen Actors 
Guild — I can’t say enough about her. 
She and Norma Connolly, who was head 
of the SAG women’s committee in the 
‘70s, they were known as the Dynamic 
Duo. The greatest gift that Kathleen gave 
to stuntwomen was to say, “My door is 
always open to you. Always.” No other 
president has said that. They started the 
first stuntwomen’s subcommittee, and 

we would meet maybe once a month. It gave 
stuntwomen a chance to air their grievances.  

Q: What were some of the grievances that you 
had in the ‘60s and ‘70s?
A: Men doubling for actresses. We could 
have done the jobs that they did. But I wasn’t 
called for those jobs, and none of the other 
stuntwomen were called. Another problem 
was the “paint downs,” where they’d put 
makeup on you to double for someone of 
a different race. Nobody stopped this from 
happening. Also, at that time there weren’t 
many women coordinators. Now there are 
a few. We would complain, but you couldn’t 
complain too much, because the stuntmen’s 
groups controlled hiring, and your phone’s not 
going to ring if you’re complaining.

Q: You worked on a 1972 TV movie, Women 
in Chains, in which Ida Lupino plays a parole 
officer who goes undercover to investigate 
prison brutality….
A: I coordinated a little fight for that show, a 
tussle.

Q: Was that your first time doing coordinator 
work? 
A: Yes. I think the time I enjoyed coordinating 
most was on Pete ’n’ Tillie at Universal, with 
Carol Burnett and Walter Matthau. I coordinated 
a fight for Geraldine Page and Carol Burnett. 
The director said he didn’t want to see the 
typical fight in which women are pulling hair 
and wrestling around. So I designed a fight 

with props that played off their dialogue. I was 
able to use my brains and design something 
where the actresses wouldn’t get hurt and 
have some fun.  

Q: And in 1975 you formed the Society of 
Professional Stuntwomen? Tell us about that 
organization.
A: We were openly fighting [critical] issues  — 
men doubling women, paint downs — but so 
much of that fight came to a screeching halt 
after another stuntwoman and I were hurt on 
Charlie’s Angels. 

Q: Had you been injured on set before then?  
A: Yes, though you often don’t know you’re 
injured until the next day, because your 
adrenaline’s working and you don’t think 
about it. You might hurt a little bit, but it’s 
the next day or the third day that you realize 
something’s not right.

Once, on an episode of Mannix, I rode 
tandem behind a guy on a motorcycle, and 
we were playing chicken with Mannix’s car 
[along with a couple on a second motorcycle]. 
All of a sudden, the driver of the car started 
slowing down, and the girl on the back of the 
other motorcycle wound up kicking my front 
tire. I went up in the air and landed on the 
motorcycle on my ribcage. I went home and it 
was hard to breathe.

The next day I went to the doctor and 
he said, “Your floating rib’s cracked. You tore 
cartilage. Another rib’s got a hairline crack. Get 
the ice.” I was black and blue, but those kinds 

things happened.  

So let’s talk about Charlie’s Angels [the 
iginal ABC series, 1976–81]. You started 
ing stunts on the show in 1976?
 Yes. A new coordinator came in, and he 
lled me in to double for Kate Jackson. I 
ubled Farrah Fawcett a few times, and 

clyn Smith once or twice, but mainly Kate. I 
as on it for four seasons.  

: And you became a coordinator on the 
how?
: I was coordinating some of the episodes. 

Stunt coordinator] Ronnie Rondell would go 
o Hart to Hart or other shows, and I would 
e left to finish or take over an episode. 

: How did you get injured?
: I was doubling Farrah Fawcett and 

[stuntwoman] Jeannie Coulter was doubling 
Cheryl Ladd. We were out on an airstrip 
rehearsing a scene where we were going to 
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jump out of an old Ford station wagon. We 
were in the backseat — Jeannie was on the 
right and I was on the left. We rehearsed it a
couple of times to try to get the speed right.
They placed a couple flags on the runway, 
and we had to be out of the car by the time 
the car hit the flags. 

After rehearsal, Jeannie’s wig wasn’t 
on tight enough, so she went to the 
dressing room to get it fixed. I stayed at 
the car. A guy walked by and said, “Bobby 
got the last of the coke this morning.” I 
thought, ‘Who’s drinking Coca-Cola at 
eight-thirty in the morning?’ Then Bobby 
came racing out, got in the driver’s seat 
and Jeannie got in. 

Prior to getting in, I said, “You’re 
never going to see me — there’s no 
camera on my side.” 

The assistant director said, “We’ve 
got a low camera and a high camera; 
we’ll see you on the high camera.” 

I said, “Not for what I’m doing on 
that side,” and she said, “Yes, we will.” 

So I didn’t mess with her. But sure enough,
in the actual footage, you barely see my door 
open. But now we’re in the car, speeding down 
the road, and Bobby wasn’t slowing down. 
We saw the flags coming up and we knew we 
had to jump out. We felt the car slow down, so 
we opened our doors. We were in position to 
move out, and Bobby stepped on the throttle. 
The doors came back at us and slapped us, 
practically back into the car. We couldn’t get 
out correctly and Bobby kept going.

The doors kept swinging back and forth. 
Jeannie jumped out. It was supposed to be a 
tuck and roll, and I was trying to get in position 
to get out. But my foot slipped. I kicked off to 
get out and away from the car, and as I did, I 
landed on the back of my head and my neck 
and flipped over. I was in convulsions on the 
ground. I saw light all around me. Jeannie had 
the same feeling. She got on her feet, but I was 
still in convulsions. 

I was starting to come to and I said, “I 
think I broke my back. I can’t move my legs.” It 
turned out someone was lying on me to keep 
me still from the convulsions. They gave me 
a few more minutes, then stood me up; they 
brought over a couple of chairs for us to sit in. 
We sat there a minute, both of us dazed. They 
took us to the hospital to get checked out. We 
had concussions and were told to have our 
doctors check on us the next day and make 
sure somebody woke us up every two hours 
during the night. The next day, I got my neck 
X-rayed and I had a hairline fracture. 

: ut you went ac to set on t e ay t at
you got injured? 
A: Yes. We had one more shot to do. So 
when we got back from the hospital, we got 
something to eat and went back out to the 
runway. We both had to do another running 
stunt. That’s what we did: we finished the shot 
and then went home.   

Q: Did you file paperwork about the injury?
A: The production said OSHA [the Occcupational 
Safety and Health Administration] was 
notified, but we never got a call from OSHA. 
Nobody talked to us. We started talking to 
other crewpeople because they asked what 
had happened. I felt what happened was that 
our driver was under the influence. If that 
happens, your timing is not going to be correct. 
If we miss our mark, or overslide our mark, 
somebody’s going to get hurt. Somebody’s 
going to get killed.
 
Q: Did you voice your concerns about the 
driver?
A: Absolutely. I voiced it to my superior. I 
had also complained about our automobiles. 
Each Angel had her own car. In the four years 
we were driving them, nothing was done to 
keep them in shape. We’re expected to do 
great stuff with these cars, but the shocks are 
bad, brakes go to the floor…. They just needed 
to be upgraded, and they weren’t. I wrote 
three letters to Aaron Spelling [the executive 
producer of Charlie’s Angels, who died in 

2006], asking to speak with him. I called 
three times. I was told, “Oh, he’s in pilot 
season… He’s too busy… He can’t see 
you....” It behooves any producer to speak 
o a stuntperson. You owe it to them to 
isten to what they have to say.  

: Did you stay with the show for the 
emainder of its run?
: No. My phone barely rang again after I 
ot injured. Because I said why I got hurt. 

at’s what blows my mind, to this day. All 
f the footage that I’d given the industry 
ver the years — I got hurt and said why 

ot hurt and now I never work again? 
ur phones had never stopped ringing 
r years, and then after this Jeannie and I 
ere blacklisted. 

I don’t want any more stuntwomen to 
ve to go through what we went through. 

hen you’re talented and you want to use 
ur skills, you belong in this industry. 
ntwomen are still trying to be defined 

d I’m trying to elevate them to parity, to 
where we should be. There’s not a stunt that a 
woman can’t do if it’s rigged right. There have
to be changes.

Q: What did you do after your injury?
A: I fought for my career and sued Spelling-
Goldberg Productions. I won the suit and the
jury gave me a million-dollar verdict. But
Spelling-Goldberg appealed, and the case took
another four years. It ended in 1992, and I never
saw a dime. I lost the appeal.

Q: What would you like to see happen in the
stunt industry?
A: For years, stuntmen have held the power
as coordinators and they control hiring.
Often when women are hired, it’s because of
connections, not because they’re qualified.
That doesn’t serve our industry well. I want to
see the best of the best working; I want to see
diversity. So I propose a stuntwoman roster
of qualified women. To make the Olympics,
you have to qualify. You have to qualify to get
a driver’s license. You should have to qualify
in your area of expertise as a stuntwoman. If
I were coordinating, I would want a roster so
I can assure my producer and director that I
have the best of the best doing a stunt.

TelevisionAcademy.com/Interviews
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Engineering Emmys
A first, and a farewell,
highlight the 71st
awards.

Sony ElEctronics ExEcutivE 
Hugo Gaggioni has 
enjoyed a long career of 
scientific and technical 

accomplishments and accolades. 
But it’s a pretty safe bet that, 
until the night of the Television 
Academy’s 71st Engineering 
Emmy Awards — where he 
received the Charles F. Jenkins 
Lifetime Achievement Award — 
he had never been serenaded by 
a television star, to the melody 
of “Maria” from West Side Story, 
before an audience of friends and 
colleagues: “Oh, Hugo, oh, Hugo, oh, 
Hugo! oh, Hugo!”

The singer was Kirsten 
Vangsness, who plays technical 
analyst Penelope Garcia on the CBS 
procedural Criminal Minds and on 
this evening was back to host the 
awards for the fourth consecutive 
year. Vangsness’s comic med-
ley saluted all the winners at the 
ceremony, which was held October 
23 at the JW Marriott Los Angeles 
L.A. LIVE to recognize individuals, 
companies and organizations for 
innovations and advancements in 

broadcast technology.
As the holder of six patents, 

Gaggioni knows something about 
advancing technology. The chief 
technology officer of the company’s 
broadcast and production services 
division, he has been at the forefront 
of key developments in digital 
compression and high-definition 
television, among others. 

 “I am very grateful to the 
Television Academy for this ex-
traordinary award,” Gaggioni said in 
acceptance of the honor, which rec-
ognizes an individual whose ongo-
ing contributions have significantly 
affected television technology 
and engineering. Born in Caracas, 
Venezuela, Gaggioni attained his 
engineering degree in England. 
“There I discovered my passion for 
video compression, and all the ways 
to manipulate video signals.”

In 1980 Gaggioni began work-
ing for RCA in New Jersey, where he 
met another future Jenkins Award 
recipient, Lawrence J. Thorpe, who 
became his mentor and eventually 
persuaded him to join Sony.

“And today I celebrate my 
thirty-first anniversary with this 
incredible company,” Gaggioni said. 
“I’d like to dedicate this award to all 
those engineers and research sci-
entists at Sony and in [the Japanese 

city] Atsugi. They have shared their 
knowledge with me through the 
years, I have shared my ideas, we’ve 
worked together as a family. I am 
very privileged.”

The American Society of 
Cinematographers (ASC) received 
the Philo T. Farnsworth Corporate 
Achievement Award, honoring an 
agency, company or institution 
whose contributions have signifi-
cantly impacted television technol-
ogy and engineering. Celebrating 
its one-hundredth anniversary this 
year, the honorary association pro-
motes the moving image as an art 
form, counsels the industry on tech-
nological standards and advances 
and presents various educational 
and diversity initiatives.

Accepting was Richard Crudo, 
ASC, chair of the organization’s cen-
tenary. “This is such a lovely honor,” 
he said. “In 1919, our fifteen founders 
could not have possibly imagined 
that we would still be thriving as 
we are today, and to them we owe a 
tremendous debt of gratitude. This 
event was the final commemora-
tion of our centennial. We definitely 
saved the best for last.”

In addition to the two awards, 
Emmy statuettes were given to six 
recipients:

• The Pro-Q 3 from FabFilter, 

audio equalization software used 
by mixing professionals worldwide;

• Sapphire, from Boris FX, a 
suite of visual effects plug-ins 
whose more than 250 modules 
enable graphic artists, compositors, 
VFX editors and picture editors to 
achieve almost limitless combina-
tions of graphics, video looks and 
transitions;

• Mocha Pro, also from Boris 
FX, a planar motion-tracking 
system whose capabilities include 
extending sets, replacing back-
grounds and blurring faces for 
identity protection;

• JPEG, the Joint Photographic 
Experts Group, which developed 
the image-compression standard 
that is now universally used for 
imagery in television and photog-
raphy;

• Silhouette, recently acquired 
by Boris FX, a portfolio of rotoscop-
ing tools that offers more than 140 
visual effects and an innovative 
hybrid of raster and vector paint 
systems;

• RX 7 Advanced from  
iZotrope, the industry-standard 
audio repair tool, which can 
perform such functions as shaping 
dialogue intonations, preparing 
surround files instantly and 
removing unwanted reverb. 

This last event of the Emmy 
season also marked a milestone for 
the Academy’s senior vice-pres-
ident of awards, John Leverence. 
After thirty-nine years, Leverence 
is retiring at the end of the year (but 
will be on hand for one more year 
as a consultant). 

Engineering Awards com-
mittee chair Barry Zegel thanked 
Leverence as “our committee’s liai-
son to the Academy, our Academy 
researcher and our ghostwriter. 
Every year I send him what I say 
is a pile of straw, and somehow he 
weaves our words into gold and 
puts them all together for us. Thank 
you. We will miss you.” Leverence 
received a standing ovation from 
the audience. —Libby Slate

PHOTOGRAPHS BY INVISION

Engineering Award winners with host Kirsten Vangsness (center)
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How Horror Happens
Panel dissects a growing
genre.

ThEy camE from AMC’s The
Walking Dead, Netflix’s
Stranger Things and FX’s
American Horror Story to the

eerily dressed Saban Media Center at
the Television Academy for “Hollywood
Horror: Scaring Up an Audience to
Television,” an October 29 panel. Of the
genre, makeup artist–producer Eryn
Krueger Mekash noted, “People want
to see gore, blood, slashing throats. But
we also try to do things that are more
creative: beautiful character makeup
and monsters when they’re called for.”

Mac Quayle, composer, American Horror Story; Eryn Krueger Mekash, 
producer–makeup artist, AHS; Dean Zimmerman, ACE, editor, Stranger 
Things; Paul Graff, senior visual effects supervisor, Stranger Things; and 
Angela Kang, showrunner, The Walking Dead

Ryan Hurst, Beta on The Walking Dead; 
Chris Hardwick, host of The Talking 
Dead and the evening’s moderator; 

Pollyanna McIntosh, Jadis/Anne on The 
Walking Dead

Attendees Meredith Jackson, Kaitlyn Clare and Angela Relucio Makeup artist Kwame Head gives 
attendee Brian King a 

bloody gash.

Jake Busey, Bruce on Stranger Things

Cary Elwes, Mayor Kline 
on Stranger Things Quayle, Mekash and Graff onstage
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Me and My Emmy

Bernie Su

Primetime Emmy Tally: Three

How He Got the Gold: For Outstanding Creative Achievement in Interactive Media in 

2013 (for The Lizzie Bennet Diaries) and 2015 (for Emma Approved), and Outstanding 

Innovation in Interactive Media in 2019 (for Artificial).

Now for the Noms: Su has won every time he’s been nominated.

All In: “Sharing Emmy night with people who were part of the journey made 2019 truly 

special. We had a twenty-person group, including my family, in attendance. The joy and 

pride I saw in their faces, their ear-to-ear grins — that’s the most special memory.”

Admire and Inspire: “I keep my Emmy statuettes on display in my workspace. I want 

them to inspire greatness in all of our work.”

Happy Hybrid: “I started in this industry wanting to be a showrunner, but I grew up 

in Silicon Valley with a tech background — my father wanted me to be an engineer. 

Eventually I began merging episodic storytelling with new technology. As I like to say to 

my pops, ‘Sorry I never became an engineer, but I do have three Emmys.’”

Yes to Success: “When there’s an opportunity for an adventure, I pretty much always say 

yes. You have to grab those chances, whatever they are and however strange they seem.”

Future Forecast: “We watched Jon Snow defeat the White Walkers [in Game of Thrones], 

but what if we as a collective audience could help him defeat them? That is the future of 

interactive.”
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A DAZZ LING REINVENTION”

“HHHH. . .

“DANGEROUS & INVIGORATING
   .. . AN EXPLOSIVE SAGA”

“A BLISTERING MODERN ALLEGORY...STUNNING”

“CREATIVELY BOLD & FABULOUSLY WRITTEN, DIRECTED & PERFORMED”

“BREATHTAKING. . . FIRST-CLASS ENTERTAINMENT”

“ACE PERFORMANCES”

“GENIUS”

“MESMERIZING”

“SPECTACULAR”

“ DROP-DEAD FANTASTIC”




